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Chapter 1641 Divine Powers War 

The Human Emperor’s Brush was a supreme Dharmic treasure that the Human Emperor ruled over 

Tianhuang Mainland with in the past! 

In the ancient war, countless experts of the primordial races died under the Human Emperor’s Brush. 

A single stroke could decide the life and death of an Emperor! 

A single stroke could slay divine weapons! 

In the ancient era, the Human Emperor wielded three Dharmic treasures and was invincible throughout 

the world! 

The strongest killing weapon, the Human Emperor’s Brush; the strongest defensive item, the Human 

Emperor’s Mirror and the Human Emperor’s Seal that possessed the mightiest strength—those were the 

three Dharmic treasures! 

Right now, the Human Emperor’s Mirror and Human Emperor’s Brush had already appeared. 

The Human Emperor’s Mirror was in Monk Daming’s hands. 

As for the Human Emperor’s Brush, it was in the hands of the Palace Guardian! 

The pupils of the experts of the primordial races constricted with wary expressions the moment the jade 

green Human Emperor’s Brush appeared. 

“Kill!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor shouted fearlessly. 

The divine blood in his body surged and the phantom of a gigantic Heavenly God descended. His combat 

strength increased exponentially as he charged towards the Palace Guardian! 

The Palace Guardian chanted and released secret skills as well. His aura rose continuously and his blood 

qi surged. 

He waved the Human Emperor’s Brush in his hands and clashed against the Heavenly God Emperor 

repeatedly. The void trembled and gigantic cracks appeared! 

The battlefield had already collapsed and even ordinary Emperors would die if they were drawn into it 

by accident! 

This was a battle between top Emperors! 

The living beings of the ten thousand races had long retreated far away. With the Chen Dragon Emperor 

in front of him, Su Zimo could observe the battle at a close distance. 

This battle was a rare opportunity for Su Zimo’s two true bodies to comprehend and learn! 

Right now, both parties were clearly not using their full strength. They were merely competing in terms 

of blood qi and melee combat. 



Once they used their divine powers, it would be even more terrifying! 

Su Zimo asked softly, “The Heavenly God Emperor comprehended four supreme divine powers. Under 

normal circumstances, his combat strength should be equivalent to an Emperor of the human race who 

comprehended six supreme divine powers.” 

“The Palace Guardian only comprehended five supreme divine powers. How is he going against the 

Heavenly God Emperor without being disadvantaged?” 

“It’s because of the Human Emperor’s Palace,” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor explained, “This Human Emperor’s Palace was created before the Human 

Emperor ascended through the tribulation. It was an Emperor weapon that was left in Tianhuang 

Mainland and contained the ultimate power and might of the Human Emperor!” “The Palace Guardian 

did not leave the Human Emperor’s Palace the entire time. In truth, he’s making use of the Human 

Emperor’s Palace’s strength to fight against the Heavenly God Emperor.” “Steel Calvary!” 

Right then, the Heavenly God Emperor was getting impatient when he saw that he could not continue 

attacking for the longest time. Waving his spear, he pointed in the direction of the Palace Guardian! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

An ancient cavalry appeared behind the Heavenly God Emperor. The warriors wielded spears and wore 

battle armor. Even the horses they rode wore armor, revealing only a pair of eyes that shone with a dark 

light! 

The spears of the cavalry shone with a golden light and the sound of their hooves was deafening! 

The cavalry charged over and almost trampled the firmaments into dust as dense cracks appeared in the 

skies! 

The ground shook and the mountains trembled! 

The living beings of the ten thousand races were shocked! 

That force was way too terrifying! 

When the cavalry charged over, they could crush the entire Enigma Palace into pieces and trample it 

into ruins! 

A supreme divine power! 

Only supreme divine powers could release such a shocking might! 

The Palace Guardian had a grim expression as he waved the Human Emperor’s Brush in his hands and 

drew swiftly in front of him, hollering softly, “Earth Prison Drawing!” 

Boom! Boom! 

Green divine lights burst forth from the Human Emperor’s Brush and entered the void. 

Right in front of many cultivators, the ground beneath the feet of the cavalry suddenly cracked and 

gravel flew everywhere, forming gigantic heavenly-piercing stone pillars that created a massive prison! 



The stone pillars were filled with spikes and were incomparably sharp. This prison imprisoned the Steel 

Cavalry that was released by the Heavenly God Emperor! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! The two supreme divine powers collided in midair and let out a deafening bang! 

Before long, the two supreme divine powers dissipated and a powerful might spread through the void in 

a shuddering manner. 

“Good, you do have some capabilities indeed!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor’s eyes shone coldly as he said murderously, “Let’s see how long more you 

can last!” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor sighed gently. 

Su Zimo frowned as well. Although the Palace Guardian was backed by the Human Emperor’s Palace and 

received an endless boost from it, he was old after all. 

However, the Heavenly God Emperor was at his 

peak! 

If they were embroiled in a bitter battle, the Palace Guardian would definitely not be able to hold out! 

Right then, the Dragon Phoenix True Body narrowed his eyes slightly and a gray fog surged out from his 

hands, forming a saber between his palms rapidly. 

The greater divine power, Time Is Like a Saber! 

Swoosh! 

The gray saber slashed towards the Heavenly God Emperor! 

“Fufu,” 

Many Emperors had already seen that. However, they did not stop him. Instead, they sneered with 

mocking gazes. 

“How ignorant. He thinks he can injure the Heavenly God Emperor with a mere greater divine power?” 

The Golden Crow Fire Emperor sneered. 

The Hell Witch Emperor did not say anything and frowned instead. 

He could sense an unusual aura from that saber! 

“Hmph!” 

Although the Heavenly God Emperor was fighting against the Palace Guardian, he was not oblivious to 

his surroundings. When he sensed the gray saber descending behind him, he could not help but stifle a 

chuckle. “The light of a firefly!” 

Without even turning back, the Heavenly God Emperor grabbed in reverse and crushed the gray saber! 

Naturally, his palm was completely unharmed! “Mmm?” 



But soon, his expression changed! 

Something was amiss! 

In that instant, his lifespan decreased by more than 30,000 years! 

This time round, the Heavenly God Emperor was shocked! 

Generally speaking, the lifespan of the God race was twice that of the human race. 

In other words, the lifespan of an Emperor of the God race was 200,000 years! 

However, the Heavenly God Emperor’s talent was terrifying. He only took slightly more than 100,000 

years to cultivate to this realm! 

The moment the saber slashed down, he was 130,000 years old! 

“Did I imagine it?” 

The Heavenly God Emperor could not react in time and condensed his divine power, wanting to recover 

his lifespan. 

In his opinion, he could not imagine how a greater divine power could affect him. 

Even if his lifespan was reduced, it would recover to its original state as long as he channeled the power 

of divine powers. However, the next moment, his expression darkened completely! 

His 30,000 years of lifespan had vanished permanently! 

The Hell Witch Emperor and the others noticed the change in the Heavenly God Emperor as well. 

“The lifespan reduction of this divine power is irreversible?” 

“It’s just a greater divine power. How did it injure the Heavenly God Emperor?” 

The Golden Crow Fire Emperor and the others frowned. 

The Hell Witch Emperor said in a deep voice, “Everyone, be careful. This greater divine power of 

Desolate Martial is a little strange. It has already come into contact with the power of time and we can’t 

use our bodies to defend against it. We can only defeat it by using the power of divine powers!” 

“Junior, how dare you!” Sensing the change in his body, the Heavenly God Emperor was enraged and 

abandoned his position against the Palace Guardian. He turned around and charged towards the Dragon 

Phoenix True Body! 

He did not receive any injuries from his battle against the Palace Guardian. 

To think that the slash of the Dragon Phoenix True Body would sever 30,000 years of his lifespan! 

Chapter 1642 God’s Kingdom 

The Heavenly God Emperor turned around and charged over. By now, the Dragon Phoenix True Body 

had already condensed a second Time Saber and slashed towards the former! The Heavenly God 

Emperor’s pupils constricted and his heart skipped a beat. 



This time round, he did not dare to be careless as he waved the golden spear in reverse and tapped 

towards the gray saber. 

However, the gray saber seemed incorporeal as it passed through the golden spear and slashed towards 

the Heavenly God Emperor! 

Psst! 

The Heavenly God Emperor gasped and his expression changed! 

Time was like a saber. Although it was not a supreme divine power, it was the power of time. It was the 

most incorporeal and difficult to comprehend. Weapons like Dharmic treasures could not stop the 

passage of time. 

The Heavenly God Emperor could not allow the second slash to land on him. 

Although he was 130,000 years old after being slashed, he could still maintain his peak and his blood qi 

was strong. 

However, if he became 160,000 years old after the second slash, the descent from his peak would begin! 

That was a loss he could not endure! 

The Heavenly God Emperor did not have time to think and released the innate divine power of the God 

race, the Divine Blood Hoop, right away! 

Boom! 

The blood qi in the Heavenly God Emperor’s body surged and with his divine body as the center, a 

dazzling golden divine hoop suddenly burst forth and spread in all directions! 

The divine hoop swept past the Time Saber and destroyed it instantly, shattering the saber into 

nothingness! 

After all, the Time Saber was only a greater divine power. 

It could not withstand a single blow against the power of a supreme divine power. 

The power of the Divine Blood Hoop did not weaken after destroying the Time Saber and enveloped the 

Dragon Phoenix True Body! 

The Chen Dragon Emperor stood out and extended his palm. In midair, he condensed a powerful Azure 

Dragon claw that was filled with the power of a supreme divine power and grabbed the divine hoop! 

Boom! 

A loud bang sounded when the divine blood hoop struck the Azure Dragon claw. 

The Chen Dragon Emperor shuddered. 

The divine blood hoop was crushed by the Azure Dragon claw as well and dissipated. However, the 

power of the divine power reverberated in midair for a long time. “Heavenly God Emperor, what are you 

trying to do?!” 



Ancient dragon qi coiled around the Chen Dragon Emperor and his horns were towering. His body 

expanded and he could transform into his divine dragon form at any moment to fight the Heavenly God 

Emperor! 

The Heavenly God Emperor paused with a wary expression. 

“Heavenly God Emperor, go on. We’ll help you watch over the Dragon race and no one will disturb you 

anymore,” The Golden Crow Fire Emperor said coldly. Naturally, the five Emperors were delighted to see 

that. They wanted the Heavenly God Emperor to fight against the Palace Guardian while they watched 

coldly from the sidelines, waiting to reap the rewards. 

The Heavenly God Emperor was no fool either. 

The reason why he wanted to kill the Palace Guardian was because he wanted to get his hands on the 

Human Emperor’s Palace! 

As long as he obtained the powerful Emperor weapon, the Human Emperor’s Palace, his combat 

strength would increase once more and he would be able to fight even if the Emperors of the primordial 

races joined forces! 

At that thought, the Heavenly God Emperor glared at the Dragon Phoenix True Body fiercely and gave 

up on this side for the time being. He turned towards the Palace Guardian once more. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

This time round, the Heavenly God Emperor condensed a Bloodline phenomenon right away! 

An ancient and majestic pyramid appeared beneath him. It was mysterious and powerful, comparable to 

the Human Emperor’s Palace in terms of aura! 

Millions of living beings around the pyramid knelt and prayed! 

Divine power that was visible to the naked eye surged into the Heavenly God Emperor’s body 

continuously, causing his aura to climb rapidly! 

“Kill!” 

Carrying the power of his Bloodline phenomenon, the Heavenly God Emperor raised his golden spear 

and stabbed it towards the Palace Guardian. 

Boom! 

Like a streak of light, the golden spear vanished completely and arrived before the Palace Guardian 

instantly. It was sharp and penetrated everything! The Palace Guardian waved the Human Emperor’s 

Brush and tapped forward. 

Clang! The seemingly soft tip of the brush collided with the golden spear and let out a metallic sound 

with sparks! 

The Palace Guardian’s expression changed and he staggered two steps back. 

Swoosh! 



The golden streak of light stabbed once more! 

The spear technique of the Heavenly God Emperor did not have any complex moves. It was direct and 

simple, releasing the most terrifying power at the fastest speed! 

Clang! Clang! Clang! 

The Palace Guardian waved the Human Emperor’s Brush and clashed against the Heavenly God Emperor 

head-on while retreating continuously! 

In just a few breaths, the Heavenly God Emperor had shot out dozens of spears. As for the Palace 

Guardian, he retreated continuously with an increasingly ugly expression. 

Bang! 

In the end, the Palace Guardian smashed against the Human Emperor’s Palace and grunted, spitting out 

a mouthful of blood. “Palace Guardian, you’re finished!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor stood on the top of the pyramid and streams of divine light entered his body 

continuously. Wielding a spear, his aura was torrential like a god! 

The eyes of the Palace Guardian landed on the Bloodline phenomenon of the Heavenly God Emperor. 

With this Bloodline phenomenon, the power of the Heavenly God Emperor would increase continuously, 

almost limitlessly! 

He had to dispel the Bloodline phenomenon in order to salvage the situation! 

“Go!” 

The Palace Guardian channeled his Essence Spirit and the Human Emperor’s Palace that stood erected in 

midair behind him moved. It shook off countless dust and charged towards the Bloodline phenomenon 

beneath the Heavenly God Emperor with a terrifying aura. 

The pyramid collided heavily against the Human Emperor’s Palace with a loud bang! 

The Heavenly God Emperor shuddered and nearly fell from the top of the pyramid. 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

The pyramid split open and golden divine lights burst forth. 

No matter how strong the Bloodline phenomenon of the Heavenly God Emperor was, it could not 

defend against the might of the Human Emperor’s Palace! 

“Hmph!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor’s expression was cold as he said icily, “You’ve only comprehended five 

supreme divine powers at the end of the day. You won’t be able to last long even with the help of the 

Emperor weapon!” 

“Supreme divine power, God’s Kingdom!” 



The Heavenly God Emperor hollered and extended his palm. Extremely terrifying divine powers spread 

out from his palm and surged into the Bloodline phenomenon beneath him. 

The initially shattered pyramid healed at a visible speed. 

Immediately after, the Bloodline phenomenon beneath him transformed into a streak of light and 

entered his palm! 

In the palm of the Heavenly God Emperor, there was more than one pyramid like that. It was dense and 

endless! 

Millions of living beings knelt beneath each pyramid. 

Powerful God race beings sat above the pyramids! 

The pyramids floated in midair and held the gods as they looked down on the masses. Golden light filled 

the air—there were many God’s Jurisdictions! 

The Bloodline phenomenon of the Heavenly God Emperor was already strong enough. 

However, within that supreme divine power, the Bloodline phenomenon was only a fraction of its total 

power! 

“God’s Kingdom,” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor had a grim expression. “That supreme divine power is almost the strongest 

killing technique of the God race. Even I can’t defend against it and escape unscathed! I’m afraid the 

Palace Guardian won’t be able to defend against it!” 

On the battlefield. 

The Palace Guardian knew how terrifying that supreme divine power was as well. With a grim 

expression, he waved the Human Emperor’s Brush and cut his wrist. 

Instantly, fresh blood gushed out! 

The silver tip of the Emperor Brush turned grisly red the moment it was tainted by the blood! 

The Palace Guardian wielded the Human Emperor’s Brush and swiped through the void! 

A crimson shade streaked through the void and lingered! 

Instantly, that blood light descended on the Heavenly God Emperor’s God’s Kingdom. Although that 

world of the God race shuddered, nothing was affected! 
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The Palace Guardian grit his teeth and channeled his Essence Spirit. Waving the Human Emperor’s 

Brush, he drew another line in the void, leaving another blood scar! The scar crossed with the first scar 

like two long sabers with a chilling killing intent! 

After the Palace Guardian released the two streaks of blood scars, his expression was evidently much 

paler. There was sweat on his forehead, as though he had expended a lot of energy. However, the two 



blood scars did not cause much of an impact to the supreme divine power of the Heavenly God 

Emperor. The Heavenly God Emperor held the God’s Kingdom in his palm and charged towards the 

Palace Guardian! 

The Palace Guardian took a deep breath of air and waved the Human Emperor’s Brush once more. He 

drew two lines beneath the two blood scars and wrote a cross! 

The two blood scars charged towards the Heavenly God Emperor! 

The Heavenly God Emperor had a fearless expression and sneered. He raised the God’s Kingdom and 

blocked the two blood scars! 

This time round, the Heavenly God Emperor paused as well! 

However, the situation of the Palace Guardian was even worse! After the two blood scars were drawn, 

the Palace Guardian’s body even shuddered and he became extremely weak. 

“The Palace Guardian seems to be writing something,” 

Frowning slightly, Su Zimo murmure 

murm 

The Chen Dragon Emperor nodded. “This is an extremely powerful supreme divine power with a 

terrifying killing power. Back when the Eternal Human Emperor released this supreme divine power, 

countless Emperors were buried!” 

“This supreme divine power is called the Killing Word Art!” 

“Killing Word Art?” 

A look of realization flashed through Su Zimo’s eyes. “The Palace Guardian wants to write the word 

‘kill’!” 

“Yes,” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor nodded before shaking his head. “However, he can’t use this supreme divine 

power yet. He’s already at his limits by just writing four strokes.” 

“What should we do?” 

The Dragon Phoenix True Body frowned. “Are we just going to watch the Palace Guardian get killed by 

the Heavenly God Emperor just like that?” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor was silent. 

The Hell Witch Emperor, Golden Crow Fire Emperor and the others glared at him. 

If he attacked, a massive battle between the Emperors would definitely break out. At that time, the 

situation would get out of hand and even the Taboo Dragon Phoenix might die here! 

That was a loss that the Dragon race could not accept! 

The Chen Dragon Emperor could only choose to protect the Dragon Phoenix True Body. 



“I believe that he will definitely come!” 

Right then, the storyteller not far away looked up at the firmaments and murmured softly with a pious 

expression. 

Almost everyone was watching the battle in midair and nobody heard the storyteller’s words. 

However, Su Zimo’s heart skipped a beat and he could not help but ask, “Who?”. 

The storyteller merely gazed at the firmaments in silence. 

Suddenly, an extremely bold thought crossed Su Zimo’s mind and he jumped in shock! 

However, he quickly denied that thought. 

“Impossible!” 

Su Zimo shook his head. “Absolutely impossible!” 

On the battlefield. 

The Palace Guardian glared at the Heavenly God Emperor without shifting his gaze. Gripping the Human 

Emperor’s Brush with both hands, he trembled and drew a fifth blood scar! 

That bloodied ‘kill’ character was almost complete and he was only missing the final stroke! 

The fifth scar struck the God’s Kingdom and it shook violently with a creaking sound, as though it was on 

the brink of collapse! 

Even if they were not Emperors, everyone could tell that as long as the Palace Guardian wrote the sixth 

stroke and completed the ‘kill’ character, he would definitely be able to destroy the God’s Kingdom of 

the Heavenly God Emperor! 

However, the Palace Guardian could not finish the final stroke no matter what. 

The fifth stroke was his limit! 

The Palace Guardian gripped the Human Emperor’s Brush and his vision was blurringhe could no longer 

hold on. 

“Hahahaha!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor reared his head in laughter. “Palace Guardian, give up! This generation is not 

the ancient era!” 

“Notwithstanding the fact that you’re just a dog of the Human Emperor, even if the Eternal Human 

Emperor descends in this generation, I’ll be able to suppress him!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor had that confidence. 

Even though the Eternal Human Emperor was so powerful, he merely comprehended six supreme divine 

powers in the past. 



Right now, his combat strength was equivalent to an Emperor of the human race who had 

comprehended six supreme divine powers! 

Snap! 

The moment the Heavenly God Emperor said that, a thunderbolt sounded from the skies and exploded. 

The living beings of the ten thousand races felt their ears buzz and their minds went blank, stunned. 

Even the Emperors present frowned slightly, let alone them. 

The impact on the Heavenly God Emperor was even greater and his body swayed. His ears hurt in an 

unbearable manner and he had a pained expression! 

It was as though the Heavenly God Emperor was punished by the heavens for challenging the Eternal 

Human Emperor! 

All the living beings of the ten thousand races raised their heads. 

A gigantic crack appeared in the firmaments and blinding white lights burst forth from within, emanating 

an extremely terrifying pressure! 

That pressure did not seem like it came from Tianhuang Mainland, but another dimension! 

It was as though a hole had been torn through the skies of Tianhuang Mainland! 

When Mahayana Patriarchs tear through the voids, it is within the same world. But now, a terrifying 

external power had descended and penetrated this part of Tianhuang Mainland! 

The storyteller looked at the blazing lights in the firmaments and knelt on the ground excitedly! 

The Palace Guardian caught his breath and sobered up. When he saw the storyteller’s actions, he 

seemed to have realized something and exclaimed, “You exhausted your lifespan so that you can use 

that secret skill?!” “Yes!” 

The storyteller replied loudly. 

The Palace Guardian had a conflicted expression as he looked at the blazing light in the firmaments and 

knelt on the ground as well, shouting, “Welcome, master!” 

“Welcome, master?” 

All the living beings present were slightly stunned and could not react for a moment. 

But soon, their expressions changed! 

Wasn’t the master of the Palace Guardian… 

“Eternal Human Emperor!” 

The Emperors exclaimed! 

“Impossible!” The Hell Witch Emperor shouted, “The Eternal Human Emperor has already ascended to 

the upper world and there are extremely terrifying Great Dao laws between the upper and lower 

worlds. How can the Eternal Human Emperor return to Tianhuang Mainland?!” 



Su Zimo did not say anything and merely stared at the firmaments fixedly. 

A figure walked out from the blazing light. The man was extremely handsome and wore white robes. His 

black hair danced and his eyes were deep like the stars, as though they contained endless secrets and 

wisdom! 

The world seemed to have frozen and everything went still! 

The man looked down and his eyes revealed endless vicissitudes and emotions. 

At that moment, Tianhuang Mainland went silent! 

In the depths of the Thousand Year Blood Sea in Thousand Demon Valley, an extremely terrifying 

existence retracted its aura rapidly and returned to normal. In the Middle Continent, a squeaking sound 

could initially be heard from an ancient coffin beneath a cemetery, as though someone was using their 

fingernails to scratch the coffin. 

However, all of a sudden, the sound vanished. 

The ancient coffin returned to normal as well. 

East Sea. 

A small boat floated. 

A fisherman with a bamboo hat was initially crossing his legs, lying leisurely on the small boat and 

basking in the sun. 

Suddenly, the fisherman shuddered and flipped over, falling into the East Sea! 

The moment he entered the sea, the fisherman vanished and turned into a gigantic fish that swam 

towards the depths of the sea! 

Chapter 1644 Eternal Human Emperor! 

Eternal Human Emperor! 

The living beings of the ten thousand races widened their eyes and their mouths were agape. They were 

so shocked that they could not say anything as disbelief filled their faces. 

The experts of the primordial races were scared out of their wits and shuddered! 

This was not the phantom of the Human Emperor. This was the true Eternal Human Emperor that 

possessed his shuddering Dao and Dharmic techniques! 

Even the strongest Emperors such as the Heavenly God Emperor, the Hell Witch Emperor and the others 

could not see through the cultivation realm of the Eternal Human Emperor! 

Now that such a long time had passed, given the Eternal Human Emperor’s talent and potential, it was 

unimaginable what sort of cultivation realm he had reached! 

Thud! Thud! 

The experts of the primordial races knelt on the ground and trembled with pale expressions. 



Even the Hell Witch Emperor, the Heavenly God Emperor and the others were no exception! All the 

living beings of the ten thousand races knelt down. 

Even though the Eternal Human Emperor did not exude any might intentionally, his reputation was 

enough to shock the ten thousand races! 

The eyes of many cultivators were filled with endless excitement and passion. 

Eternal Human Emperor! 

This Emperor of the legends who was the strongest and most stunning existence of the ancient era had 

descended upon Tianhuang Mainland once more when the human race was in danger! 

“Greetings, Human Emperor!” 

Many cultivators were invigorated and yelled excitedly. 

“Who dares to bully humans now that the Human Emperor has arrived?!” 

Some cultivators shouted. 

Another person looked at the Emperors of the Primordial Six Races and grit his teeth. “Where’s the 

arrogance of your primordial races earlier on? Heavenly God Emperor, didn’t you say you were going to 

suppress the Eternal Human Emperor? Come on, stand up!” 

“Heavenly God Emperor, why are you kneeling on the ground like a dog?!” 

Many cultivators sneered. “Impossible! How is that possible?!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor and the others were sweating profusely as they looked at the man in the 

firmaments in disbelief with fear in their eyes! 

This descent from the upper world had completely broken the Heaven and Earth laws! The upper and 

lower worlds were on completely different levels and were bound by extremely stringent laws of the 

Great Dao. 

In order to ascend to the upper world from a lower world, one had to undergo the Heavenly Tribulations 

and would most likely be doomed. 

However, anyone who wishes to head to a lower world from the upper world would face absolute 

doom! 

It was exactly because of the existence of such Great Dao laws that the upper and lower worlds were 

mutually exclusive. As such, living beings of the lower worlds could grow and cultivate naturally. 

If experts of the upper world could casually arrive in the lower worlds, a single casual palm strike that 

contained the power of the upper world could easily destroy a part of the lower worlds! 

At that time, the entire universe would be in chaos. 

Although the Hell Witch Emperor was kneeling on the ground, his gaze was fixed on the Eternal Human 

Emperor. 



In the Witch race, there were records of descent from experts of the upper world. 

Even if experts of the upper world were to break the Heaven and Earth laws and force their way down, 

they would definitely pay an extremely high price—that might be their blood, lifespans or even their 

cultivation. 

That was a price that experts of the upper world could not endure! 

The Hell Witch Emperor did not believe that the Human Emperor could be safe and sound after 

descending upon Tianhuang Mainland! 

The Human Emperor shifted his gaze towards the Thousand Year Blood Sea in Thousand Demon Valley 

and frowned slightly. 

Immediately, his gaze turned to a gigantic cemetery in the Middle Continent, landing on an ancient 

coffin as though it penetrated the ground. 
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Finally, the Human Emperor turned around and gazed at the East Sea. The small boat in the East Sea was 

empty. A look of worry flashed through the Human Emperor’s eyes as he sighed gently. The danger that 

the human race was facing was even more serious than he had imagined. 

But now, although he was summoned by the storyteller and arrived at Tianhuang Mainland, he could 

not stay here for long due to the restrictions of the laws of this world! 

Even if he had already sensed the latent dangers of Tianhuang Mainland, he did not have the time or 

energy to deal with them. 

He could only try his best to help the human race tide through the immediate danger before them! 

The Human Emperor retracted his gaze and walked towards Enigma Palace. 

Each time he took a step forward, the world shook. 
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An extremely terrifying power surged towards the Human Emperor, as though it wanted to kill him on 

the spot! 

The Human Emperor was expressionless and did not stop in his tracks. 

However, that power grew stronger and more terrifying, as though it was about to crush the Human 

Emperor into dust! 

When the living beings of the ten thousand races saw that, they had bewildered expressions and did not 

know what happened to the Eternal Human Emperor. 

The Emperors present vaguely guessed the answer. 

Those were the Heaven and Earth laws of Tianhuang Mainland, rejecting the Eternal Human Emperor 

and wanting to destroy this expert of the upper world who had barged in! 



That was not all there was to the impact of these Heaven and Earth laws! 

The Hell Witch Emperor and the others could clearly sense that the aura of the Eternal Human Emperor 

was decreasing continuously and his cultivation realm seemed to be falling as well! 

However, they could not see through the cultivation of the Eternal Human Emperor. 

The Human Emperor was getting closer to Enigma Palace. 

Bang! 

Right then, in front of everyone, the Eternal Human Emperor took a step forward and everything 

shattered! 

Ah! 

The crowd exclaimed. 

His feet was shattered without any blood or flesh splattering. It had turned into nothingness and was 

wiped away by the Heaven and Earth laws! 

It was as though a layer of dust had been wiped away! 

The Eternal Human Emperor frowned slightly and looked at his lost foot. He paused for a moment and 

continued descending! 

Bang! 

His other foot shattered into nothingness as well! 

“Hehe!” 

Right then, the Hell Witch Emperor suddenly gave a strange laugh and declared, “Human Emperor, oh 

Human Emperor. The Heaven and Earth laws are irreversible and can’t be challenged by you! If you want 

to descend upon Tianhuang Mainland forcefully, you’ll have to pay a high price!” “Human Emperor, let’s 

see if you can arrive at Enigma Palace alive!” 

The Golden Crow Fire Emperor sneered as well and stood up. 

The Human Emperor did not say anything and continued walking towards Enigma Palace with a calm 

gaze, getting closer and closer! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Half of the Human Emperor’s body had already turned into nothingness and vanished from the world 

completely! 

“Human Emperor!” 

When he saw that, the storyteller cried tragically and old tears streamed down his face. 

“Master, stop!” 

The Palace Guardian wanted to step forward and stop the Human Emperor as well. 



The Human Emperor shook his head gently and raised his palm, blocking in the direction of the Palace 

Guardian. 

The moment the palm was raised, it was wiped away by the Heaven and Earth laws once more and 

vanished! 

The aura of the Human Emperor was no longer as terrifying and unstoppable as before! 

The cultivation realm of the Human Emperor was also decreasing! 

However, his footsteps never stopped and continued forward! 

“Human Emperor, please stop!” 

“Human Emperor, we know your intentions! Please take care of your body and return!” 

Many cultivators had tears in their eyes. 

Every cultivator felt their hearts wrench as they watched the Human Emperor’s body disappear bit by bit 

from the world! 

The Human Emperor was the belief of all cultivators. 

Even if the human race was dead, many cultivators were unwilling to see the Human Emperor die here! 

The Human Emperor did not stop and his gaze was resolute. In the end, the Human Emperor’s body 

vanished completely, leaving only an Essence Spirit! 

The aura of the Essence Spirit decreased rapidly as well. 

By the time the Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit descended above Enigma Palace, the Human Emperor’s 

cultivation realm decreased continuously. From a realm that nobody could sense previously, he was now 

at the Mahayana realm! 

Not only that, a crack had already appeared on the Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit! “Hahahaha!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor stood up and released a torrential aura with surging battle intent. The fear 

in his heart had vanished and there was no longer any doubt. He glared at the Essence Spirit of the 

Human Emperor not far away and shouted, “Human Emperor, let’s see what you have to fight me with 

just a shattered Essence Spirit!” 

Chapter 1645 Burying the Heavenly God Emperor! 

The Human Emperor looked at the Heavenly God Emperor and said indifferently, “Seems like too much 

time has passed and you’ve already forgotten the lesson of the ancient war.” 

The gaze of the Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit shifted and landed on Su Zimo. “Young friend, can I 

borrow your true body?” 

Those words caused an uproar! 

The living beings of the ten thousand races looked at Su Zimo with envious gazes. 

Even the Emperors present turned fervent. 



What the Human Emperor meant was that he wanted to make use of Su Zimo’s Green Lotus True Body 

to fight the Heavenly God Emperor. 

This was an unimaginable opportunity for Su Zimo! 

Among the many experts present, the most suitable body would definitely be the body of the Palace 

Guardian. 

No matter how strong the Green Lotus True Body was, it could not compare to the body of an Emperor. 

It was clear that the Human Emperor wanted to give Su Zimo an opportunity! 

Su Zimo’s heart skipped a beat and he blurted without hesitation, “Alright!” 

In a flash, the Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit disappeared from the spot and turned into a streak of 

light, entering Su Zimo’s consciousness not far away. 

In his consciousness, Su Zimo’s black-haired Essence Spirit did not resist and handed over complete 

control of his Green Lotus True Body. 

“Haha!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor roared in laughter with a fearless expression. “Even if you’re an Emperor 

Essence Spirit, how much combat strength can you release by controlling the body of a Mahayana 

Patriarch?” “Human Emperor, since you’re so confident, I’ll let you die here today!” 

Before his sentence was finished, the blood qi in his body surged as he wielded his spear and charged 

towards the Human Emperor in huge strides! Naturally, the Heavenly God Emperor was experienced to 

be able to cultivate to this point. 

Right now, the weakest link of the Human Emperor was the Green Lotus True Body! 

As long as he fought in melee combat and severely injured the Green Lotus True Body, the Human 

Emperor would only have a single Essence Spirit left and would not be able to cause any waves! 

“God race, I’ll take you down first today!” 

The Human Emperor’s tone was cold as he entered the consciousness of the Green Lotus True Body. 

After experiencing it for a moment, he extended his arm and beckoned in the direction of the Palace 

Guardian. 

Swoosh! 

The Palace Guardian’s palm loosened and the Human Emperor’s Brush transformed into a jade green 

light that returned to the Human Emperor’s palm instantly. 

The Human Emperor channeled his Essence Spirit and waved the Human Emperor’s Brush. Almost in the 

blink of an eye, six blood scars appeared before him! Kill! 

A bloodied ‘kill’ character appeared in midair, condensed without dissipating and filled with a chilling 

killing intent! 

Supreme divine power— Killing Word Art! 



Earlier on, even when the Palace Guardian tried his best, he could only complete five strokes of the 

Killing Word Art. 

But now that the Human Emperor wielded the Green Lotus True Body, he wrote a bloodied ‘kill’ with a 

wave of his hand! 

The world shook continuously! 

The entire void was sliced into pieces by that single word! 

Before the Heavenly God Emperor arrived before the Green Lotus True Body, the supreme divine power 

of the Killing Word Art had already descended and enveloped him! 

The Heavenly God Emperor gasped and his pupils constricted. 

At that moment, he felt the aura of death, as though he would die the next moment! 

It was way too scary! When released by the Human Emperor, that supreme divine power was much 

stronger than he had imagined! 

Without hesitation, the storage ring on the Heavenly God Emperor’s finger flashed and a gigantic golden 

shield appeared before him. 

Buzz! 

The Heavenly God Emperor channeled his divine power and the gigantic golden shield shone with a 

bedazzling divine light! 

Boom! 

A loud bang sounded when the bloodied ‘kill’ character landed on it! 

Immediately after, the indestructible golden shield was sliced into a pile of scrap metal by the ‘kill’ 

character! 

Poof! 

The Killing Word Art penetrated the Heavenly God Emperor’s body and sliced his divine body into 

pieces. Blood splattered everywhere and broken limbs scattered onto the ground! 

The living beings of the ten thousand races were shocked! 

The Heavenly God Emperor whose combat strength was equivalent to comprehending six supreme 

divine powers could not even withstand a single move against the Human Emperor! 

Furthermore, this was despite the fact that the Human Emperor had lost his physical body and was now 

at the Mahayana realm, making use of Su Zimo’s Green Lotus True Body. 

“The Heavenly God Emperor died just like that?” 

“The Human Emperor is way too terrifying!” “He’s not dead yet! His Essence Spirit escaped!” 

A commotion broke out from the crowd. On the battlefield, the moment the gigantic golden shield 

shattered, the Heavenly God Emperor sensed danger and his Essence Spirit escaped first to survive. 



“Condense!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor released Blood Rebirth to reconstruct his divine body. 

“Seal!” 

The Human Emperor said indifferently. 

That single word seemed to contain an extremely powerful divine power. The flesh of the Heavenly God 

Emperor seemed to be sealed completely and its glow was dim. Its blood qi was weak and could not be 

condensed! 

“You’re far from being able to challenge me!” 

In a flash, the Human Emperor charged towards the Essence Spirit of the Heavenly God Emperor. 

“Hell Witch, Golden Crow! What are you guys waiting for?!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor shrieked in a hurried voice, “The Human Emperor’s cultivation realm has 

fallen and his body is weak. This is a rare opportunity! Even if you guys don’t kill him, the Human 

Emperor won’t let you guys off!” 

The expressions of the Hell Witch Emperor and the others darkened as they exchanged glances with 

shimmering gazes. All of them were top-tier Emperors who were decisive to kill. 

In the blink of an eye, they made their decision! 

Kill! 

They could also tell that the Human Emperor was at his weakest currently. 

Although the Human Emperor’s divine power was unparalleled, the Green Lotus True Body was the 

weakest link for him. As long as they could get close to him, they would definitely be able to kill him! 

When the Heavenly God Emperor saw the Human Emperor chasing over, he did not dare to take the 

latter head-on and fled into the distance hurriedly. 

At the same time, the Heavenly God Emperor channeled his Essence Spirit and released a supreme 

divine power! 

“Darkness Devour!” 

The Heavenly God Emperor already sounded hysterical by now. 

There was no way he could escape after being targeted by the Human Emperor. 

However, by releasing that supreme divine power, not only could he hide his tracks, he could even delay 

the Human Emperor’s pursuit. 

He would be able to escape after the Hell Witch Emperor and the others attacked! 

A pitch-black power descended and darkness descended, engulfing towards the Human Emperor as 

though it could devour everything and destroy all life. 



In that darkness, there was no light and no direction could be determined. 

No gaze or spirit consciousness could travel through the darkness. The Essence Spirit of the Heavenly 

God Emperor vanished into the darkness instantly without a trace—even his aura vanished completely! 

The Human Emperor’s expression was unchanged as his eyes lit up. Gazing at the incoming darkness 

ahead, he changed hand seals repeatedly and pointed forward, shouting softly, “Eternal Virtues!” 

A ball of light burst forth from the Human Emperor’s fingertip. 

Initially, it was extremely tiny. However, it intensified and released a bedazzling glow that spread 

towards the darkness ahead! 

Against the power of the supreme divine power, the darkness power melted and dissipated instantly like 

snow meeting a blazing sun. 

The Essence Spirit of the Heavenly God Emperor was exposed once more! The Heavenly God Emperor 

had a horrified expression and turned back instinctively. His vision was blinded by a boundless brilliance! 

The next moment, the Essence Spirit of the Heavenly God Emperor was devoured by the light and 

perished on the spot! No matter how strong his Essence Spirit was, it could not defend against the 

power of supreme divine powers! 

The Heavenly God Emperor was buried by two supreme divine powers of the Human Emperor! 

Chapter 1646 Three Heads Six Arms 

With the death of the Heavenly God Emperor, the five top-tier Emperors, the Hell Witch, Golden Crow 

Fire, Blood, Malevolent Wind Rakshasa and Black Eye Emperors, surrounded the Human Emperor with 

murderous auras! 

“Human Emperor, your body was destroyed and your Essence Spirit was severely injured the moment 

you descended. You won’t be able to linger on Tianhuang Mainland for long!” 

The Hell Witch Emperor said slowly. 

The Golden Crow Fire Emperor sneered as well, “Human Emperor, your Essence Spirit is injured. You’re 

already at your limits after releasing two supreme divine powers in succession, right?!” 

Right then, a strange fluctuation happened. 

Initially, there were five Emperors of the primordial races surrounding the Human Emperor. 

However, just as the both of them were talking to the Human Emperor, someone was missing from the 

battlefield! 

The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor had vanished! 

Before anyone could react, the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor had already arrived behind the 

Human Emperor and was inches away from the latter! 

“Instant Transference!” 



The Chen Dragon Emperor narrowed his eyes and exclaimed softly. 

“What?” 

The Dragon Phoenix True Body asked instinctively. 

“Instant Transference is a supreme divine power in terms of speed. Simply put, it’s called teleportation. 

When one’s speed is at its limits, they can teleport all over the battlefield!” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor explained, “The Human Emperor is in danger!” 

The Human Emperor’s Green Lotus True Body was the weakest in melee combat and he was instantly in 

a dangerous situation when the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor closed in on him! 

The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor wielded cold, curved sabers in both hands and slashed towards 

the Human Emperor’s head! 

At the same time, the Hell Witch, Golden Crow Fire, Blood and Black Eye Emperors moved one after 

another and charged towards the Human Emperor, wanting to shorten the distance and kill the latter! 

A mocking look flashed through the Human Emperor’s eyes. 

The moment the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor appeared behind him, he channeled his Essence 

Spirit and said softly, “Time Stop!” 

Buzz! 

An extremely powerful divine power fluctuation spread out from the void and enveloped the five 

Emperors! 

Instantly, the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor froze in midair motionlessly. 

The two sabers in his hands were about to strike the Human Emperor’s head but they could not! 

The Hell Witch, Golden Crow Fire, Blood and Black Eye Emperors froze in midair as well. Even their 

expressions were stiff and they maintained their previous actions! 

Time was completely frozen! 

The crowd was in an uproar as voices rumbled, almost boiling! 

The eyes of the Chen Dragon Emperor revealed a deep fear as well as he said in a low voice, “To think 

that the Human Emperor would have even comprehended this supreme divine power!” 
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The Barbarian Emperor was speechless as well. “Time Stop. Although it’s not a killing type supreme 

divine power, its might is way too terrifying! Under Time Stop, you can kill your opponents with ease!” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor glanced at the Dragon Phoenix True Body. “Your ‘Time Is Like a Saber’ utilizes 

the power of time. It’s the same for Time Stop!” 



The Dragon Phoenix True Body looked at this scene in deep thought. 

He comprehended a lesser divine power, Body Immobilization Technique, from the Saber Emperor’s 

inheritance of Sea Calming. 

Now that he saw the supreme divine power released by the Human Emperor, the Dragon Phoenix True 

Body seemed to have an understanding. 

If he cultivated the Body Immobilization Technique to its limits, time might stop! 

The Dragon Phoenix True Body watched from the sidelines and comprehended. 

As for Su Zimo’s black-haired Essence Spirit, it was within his consciousness right now, watching the 

Human Emperor release divine powers one after another. The benefits it received were unimaginable! 

Of course, it was impossible for the Green Lotus True Body to comprehend any supreme divine power 

directly. 

He had just entered the Mahayana realm and had not comprehended much lesser divine powers, let 

alone greater divine powers-it was impossible for him to comprehend supreme divine powers directly. 

However, after such an experience, the comprehension of the Green Lotus True Body on divine powers 

would definitely require less effort! 

Those were valuable experiences! 

Such opportunities were rare throughout history! 

On the battlefield. 

The Human Emperor released Time Stop. Without even turning back, he waved the Human Emperor’s 

Brush and tapped towards the glabella of the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor. 

Although the tip of the Human Emperor’s Brush seemed soft, it was extremely sharp and could 

penetrate divine weapons, let alone the glabella of the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor! Suddenly! 

A divine power burst forth from the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor and he suddenly vanished from 

the spot! 

When he reappeared, he was already in midair far away, out of the realm of Time Stop. His face was 

pale with fright as he panted heavily. 

Although time had stopped, space was not completely sealed. 

Just as his life was hanging by a thread, he released another teleportation and left his position! 

The Human Emperor’s Brush missed. 

The Human Emperor shook his head gently with a look of pity in his eyes. 

This Green Lotus True Body was way too weak after all. 

Furthermore, it was not his own body and he was not in control of it perfectly. As such, his attack speed 

was much slower. 



If it was his body, the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor would have died ten times over! 

Naturally, Time Stop could not go on indefinitely. 

That single delay caused the power of Time Stop to dissipate. 

The four Emperors regained their freedom and a wary look flashed through their eyesthey were already 

hesitant. 

But soon, the four Emperors composed themselves and charged towards the Human Emperor once 

more! 

“Ah!” 

The Human Emperor reared his head and howled with a bright gaze. He waved his hands as though he 

was summoning something. 

Whoosh! 

A sharp weapon tore through the air and a dark light descended from afar, landing in the Human 

Emperor’s palm. 

It was a gray ancient mirror that was filled with an antiquated aura. When it landed in the Human 

Emperor’s palm, the ancient mirror suddenly released a divine light! 

The Human Emperor’s Mirror! 

The Human Emperor’s Mirror was initially in Monk Daming’s hands. Now that the Human Emperor was 

fighting, he took it back momentarily. 

Boom! Boom! 

Right then, from the crack that shone with a blinding white light in the firmaments, a black spot 

suddenly fell. Like a meteor, it braved the raging flames and crushed down with a shocking might! 

The Human Emperor channeled his Essence Spirit and his body swayed before transforming 

Two more heads grew on his neck and four more arms grew on both sides of his body! 

“Supreme divine power, Three Heads Six Arms!” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor lamented softly, “We’re finally witnessing the divine power that brought the 

Human Emperor to fame!” 

The Barbarian Emperor’s eyes were filled with reverence as well. “Legend has it that in the ancient war, 

the Human Emperor relied on that supreme divine power and wielded three Dharmic treasures to fight 

against the Emperors of the primordial races, suppressing everything and overwhelming everything in 

his path!” Boom! 

Right then, the black spot in the skies fell and was received by a palm of the Human Emperor! 

Everyone focused their gazes. It was a pitch-black gigantic seal that shone with a cold metallic luster. Its 

edges were defined and its aura was terrifying! 



The Human Emperor’s Seal had descended! 

The three great Dharmic treasures that the Human Emperor used in the ancient era to dominate the 

world had all been gathered! 

“Battle!” 

The Human Emperor hollered and waved his three Dharmic treasures with his three heads and six arms, 

releasing a powerful divine power to fight against the Hell Witch Emperor, Golden Crow Fire Emperor, 

Blood Emperor and Black Eye Emperor! 

When they saw that, the bloodlines of many cultivators seemed to burn! 

This was an Emperor that belonged to the human race! 

It was as though everyone had returned to the ancient era and were personally witnessing the peerless 

grandeur of the Human Emperor! 

Chapter 1647 Divine Powers Dissolution 

On the surface, this battle was between the Human Emperor and the Emperors of the primordial races. 

However, in reality, the Human Emperor was controlling the Green Lotus True Body and releasing his 

supreme divine power, Three Heads Six Arms, to fight against the top Emperors of the primordial races! 

Su Zimo’s black-haired Essence Spirit was within his consciousness. When he saw that, a mysterious and 

indescribable feeling surged in his heart. 

Back when this Green Lotus True Body was at the Dharma Characteristic realm, he cultivated three 

Heaven and Earth Dharma Characteristics and fought against many strong foes. 

It was an extremely similar scene! 

On the battlefield. 

The Human Emperor waved the Human Emperor’s Brush. It was sharp and judged life and death! 

He wielded the Human Emperor’s Mirror and defended against all attacks. 

He activated the Human Emperor’s Seal and smashed it towards the Hell Witch, Golden Crow Fire, 

Blood, Black Eye and Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperors! 

The power of the Human Emperor’s Seal was way too strong! 

This gigantic seal was refined by the Human Emperor during the ancient era and was created from the 

broken mountains and rivers of the human race. It possessed the fortune of the human race and was a 

massive weapon of Tianhuang Mainland! 

The Barbarian race was the most wary of the Human Emperor’s Seal. The Barbarian race had an 

unparalleled physique and was strong physically. They were invulnerable against weapons, water and 

fire and could defend against almost any Dharmic treasure! 



However, even the Emperors of the Barbarian race could not defend against the power of the Human 

Emperor’s Seal! 
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The full burst of the Human Emperor’s power could even break the tendons and bones of the Barbarian 

race and shatter their bodies! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The Human Emperor’s Seal smashed down repeatedly, causing the Dharmic treasures of the five 

Emperors of the primordial races to fly everywhere in an almost uncontrollable manner! 

The gigantic seal had defined edges. Even a straightforward smash by it was something the Emperors of 

the primordial races did not dare to take head-on. 

In the chaos, the Blood Emperor was enveloped by the divine light of the Human Emperor’s Mirror and 

could not break free for a moment—he was nearly rammed to death by the Human Emperor’s Seal! 

The Black Eye Emperor dodged slower and his arm was sliced by a corner of the Human Emperor’s Seal, 

turning his entire arm into a blood mist in a frightening manner! 

The sharpness of the Human Emperor’s Brush was immense. Even though the Human Emperor merely 

waved it casually, the tip of the brush produced a sharp edge that penetrated every single pore. 

The five Emperors would have their bodies pierced if they were careless! 

Divine lights burst forth from the Human Emperor’s Mirror and blocked the momentum of the Emperors 

of the primordial races. 

Clang! Clang! Clang! 

The Human Emperor’s body spun continuously and his six arms danced on the battlefield. The Hell Witch 

Emperor and the others could not get close at all and were instead flustered by the Human Emperor’s 

attacks! 

“How can the Human Emperor release such terrifying combat strength when his Essence Spirit is 

shattered?!” 

The Hell Witch Emperor was shocked. 

“Everlasting Curse!” 

He hollered! 

The Hell Witch Emperor chanted and conjured hand seals that circled in midair before touching his 

glabella eventually. 

Buzz! 

A shuddering aura spread through the void! 



Although this divine power did not have any form, even the many living beings that were watching from 

afar felt shudders! 

“This is a killing supreme divine power of the Witch race that targets the Essence Spirit!” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor suddenly said with a grim expression. 

There were not many fluctuations on the battlefield when that supreme divine power descended. 

However, an extremely evil dark green power suddenly appeared in the consciousness of the Green 

Lotus True Body and grew endlessly! 

Everlasting Curse. 

Once anyone was sucked into it, notwithstanding the fact that they would die, even the descendants of 

their own bloodlines would be cursed and doomed for all eternity! 

This was an extremely vicious supreme divine power of the Witch race! 

One would sink into eternal damnation the moment the curse landed! 

The power of the Everlasting Curse descended and even the Grade 8 Creation Lotus Platform could not 

defend against it. The light on its body flickered and the glow was completely suppressed! 

The Human Emperor sneered fearlessly and hollered softly, “Divine Powers Dissolution!” 

Suddenly, a divine and tranquil light appeared behind the head of the Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit 

and spread in all directions with a rainbow glow! 

The dark green power of the curse was instantly purged into nothingness when it encountered the 

divine light! 

Su Zimo was shocked! 

He cultivated Buddhism and had heard of many divine powers of the Buddhist monasteries. 

There were six divine powers that were the most famous among the Buddhist monasteries. 

The Heavenly Eye divine power could cultivate the Heavenly Eye of the Buddhist monasteries. It was 

only a lesser divine power. 

However, if one could cultivate the Dharmic Eye of the Buddhist monasteries, that would be a greater 

divine power. 

The peak of the Heavenly Eye divine power was the Buddha Eye—this was a supreme divine power! 

After cultivating the Buddha Eye, a single look from anyone could cause a heinous fiend to lay down his 

butcher’s knife and repent! 

The so-called lowered gaze of the Bodhisattva referred to the power of the Buddha Eye! 

The second divine power of the Buddhist monasteries was Heavenly Feet. 



Normally, Heavenly Feet was just a lesser divine power. After cultivating it, one’s movement technique 

would become extremely fast. 

However, at its peak, it would be a greater divine power that could burrow into heaven and earth, 

entering and exiting the underworld! 

The third divine power was Heavenly Hearing. 

A single twitch of one’s ears could receive the sound of every single living being in a region! 

The fourth divine power, Heart Peering! 

Although that divine power was only a greater divine power, it was extremely powerful! 

Simply put, the other party’s mind could be read! 

Back at the bottom of the Dragon Burial Valley, when Su Zimo did not say anything most of the time, 

Monk Yuan Bei understood his intentions beforehand—that was the effect of this greater divine power. 

In a fight, one would be able to predict the enemy’s movements! 

The fifth divine power, Destiny. 

That greater divine power could read the fate of living beings! 

Throughout history, countless experts cultivated the first five divine powers of the Buddhist 

monasteries. 

However, there were few who could cultivate the sixth divine power. 

Throughout history, the ancient Buddha Emperor was the only one who cultivated it successfully! 

The sixth divine power of the Buddhist monasteries was Divine Powers Dissolution! 

At greater mastery of that divine power, it could break through obsession and transcend reincarnation. 

It possessed supreme wisdom and cultivated an endless Buddhist light, causing the power of the 

Essence Spirit to increase tremendously! 

Right now, in Su Zimo’s consciousness, the Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit released Divine Powers 

Dissolution and a divine, flawless Buddhist light spread to dispel the curse! 

The Buddhist light shone on the Creation Lotus Platform and every single lotus leaf shone with a 

crystalline luster. 

This power was an unimaginable tonic for the Creation Lotus Platform! 

The Buddhist light was endless and even if the Creation Lotus Platform absorbed a little, it would 

increase its growth speed significantly! 

“Ugh!” 

The expression of the Hell Witch Emperor changed slightly as he grunted. 

A fight between Essence Spirits was the most dangerous. 



The moment Everlasting Curse was dispelled, the Essence Spirit of the Hell Witch Emperor received a 

huge blow as well. 

Of course, his Essence Spirit was condensed and that impact was not enough to hurt his foundation! 

Right then, the divine light of Divine Powers Dissolution spilled out from the glabella of the Green Lotus 

True Body and landed on the Human Emperor’s Mirror. 

The Human Emperor sneered and turned the Human Emperor’s Mirror towards the Hell Witch Emperor. 

The divine Buddhist light shone through the Human Emperor’s Mirror and turned incomparably 

condensed, forming a beam of light that shone on the Hell Witch Emperor instantly! 

“Ah!” 

The Hell Witch Emperor shrieked and smoke billowed from his dark green robes, as though his body was 

burning and rotting! 

The damage caused by the Buddhist light was way too great! 

Swoosh! 

The Hell Witch Emperor transformed into a streak of light and fled into the distance without lingering in 

Enigma Palace! 

The Human Emperor wanted to chase after and kill the Hell Witch Emperor completely. However, the 

supreme divine powers of the other four Emperors had already descended! 

Chapter 1648 Slaying Another Emperor! 

“Petrification Eye!” 

The Black Eye Emperor released his innate divine power and the Heavenly Eye on his glabella opened. A 

strange noble power enveloped the Human Emperor instantly! 

The flesh of the Green Lotus True Body suddenly turned extremely stiff and his blood could not 

circulate. His skin turned coarse like a rock! 

In the blink of an eye, the Human Emperor was frozen on the spot and turned into a human-shaped 

stone with three heads and six arms, motionless! 

Su Zimo’s heart skipped a beat. 

Although the Green Lotus True Body stole the creation of Heaven and Earth, it had just entered Grade 8 

after all. 

Furthermore, Su Zimo had just advanced to the Mahayana realm and had only comprehended a few 

lesser divine powers. He had yet to comprehend any supreme divine powers and had not even come 

into contact with greater divine powers. 

The Green Lotus True Body had not experienced the baptism of greater and supreme divine powers—

the difference in strength and bloodline was way too great! 



The reason why the Human Emperor was frozen by the Petrification Eye was not because the Human 

Emperor was not strong enough. It was because the Green Lotus True Body was far from a match for the 

strongest Emperors of the primordial races! 

At the same time, the Golden Crow Fire, Blood and Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperors attacked at the 

same time and released their supreme divine powers! 

“Phantom Slash!” 

The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor wielded two sabers and transformed into a dark streak of light. 

He burst forth with extreme speed and his body was filled with a powerful divine power as he charged 

towards the Human Emperor! 

Swoosh! 

Dozens of figures of the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor appeared around the Human Emperor and 

it was difficult to differentiate between reality and illusion! 

All of those figures charged towards the Human Emperor. 

Of the dozens of figures, only one of them was the true body of the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa 

Emperor. 

However, a wrong judgment would result in death! 

On the other side, the Blood Emperor transformed into his true form and took root on the ground, 

waving a thousand thick blood vines and spitting out endless blood! 

Supreme divine power, Endless Blood Sea! 

The Blood Emperor channeled his Essence Spirit and used his Essence Blood as a medium to shroud the 

entire world in blood. In the void, an Endless Blood Sea was formed and devoured towards the Human 

Emperor! 

The Blood Emperor had already vanished completely and was hidden within the Endless Blood Sea. 

When that supreme divine power was released, even if the opponent wanted to retaliate, they wouldn’t 

be able to find any traces of the Blood Emperor! 

“Incinerating Firmament Boiling Sea!” 

The Golden Crow Fire Emperor hollered and waved his hands in front of him, forming a gigantic fireball! 

The fireball emitted an extremely terrifying temperature that could even incinerate the nine heavens 

and boil the ocean, burning all living beings to ashes! 

“Incinerating Firmament Boiling Sea,” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor had a grim expression. “That is a powerful divine power that can only be 

condensed after comprehending the fire Dharmic formulations to their limits!” 

The Petrification Eye froze the Human Emperor and three supreme divine powers descended! 



In the consciousness of the Green Lotus True Body, Su Zimo’s black-haired Essence Spirit looked at the 

Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit not far away. 

Even in such a dangerous situation, there was no hint of panic or fear on the face of the Human 

Emperor’s Essence Spirit—it was merely calm! 

“Shatter!” 

The Human Emperor channeled his Essence Spirit and another extremely terrifying divine power burst 

forth from his body, breaking through the petrified state instantly. 

Countless debris fell from his body and dust billowed. 

“Phantom Slash?” 

The Human Emperor’s expression was mocking and his gaze was deep like lightning. Suddenly, he 

released his grip and the Human Emperor’s Mirror spun, emitting a divine light that landed on the figure 

of a Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor. 

For everyone present, the dozens of afterimages of the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor were so fast 

that they could not be differentiated from reality. 

Even the Chen Dragon Emperor and the others would have a headache dealing with the killing power of 

that supreme divine power. 

Even though the Dragon Phoenix True Body had his powerful spirit perception and was watching by the 

sidelines, he had no clue what was happening either. 

However, with a single glance, the Human Emperor discovered the true body of the Malevolent Wind 

Rakshasa Emperor! 

The moment the Human Emperor’s Mirror released its divine light, the Human Emperor’s Brush turned 

into a streak of light and pierced towards the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor! 

“How strong!” 

When he was enveloped by the light of the Human Emperor’s Mirror, the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa 

Emperor shuddered and exclaimed internally. 

The Human Emperor’s Brush was already piercing over. He did not have time to think and released the 

supreme divine power of teleportation right away, wanting to leave the spot. 

However, the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor’s expression changed starkly 

It was useless! 

This time round, the Human Emperor did not release Time Stop. 

The divine light released by the Human Emperor’s Mirror was a spatial seal! 

The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor lamented internally. 

In a fight of this level, a single mistake in judgment could result in death! 



He did not have time to think as he flapped his massive meat wings. Circulating his blood qi, his speed 

reached its limits as he fled into the distance and tried his best to avoid the sharpness of the Human 

Emperor’s Brush! 

The Human Emperor’s Mirror merely sealed a space, preventing the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa 

Emperor from teleporting within. 

However, he could make use of the speed of the Rakshasa race to escape from this place! 

The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor believed that given his speed, even the Human Emperor’s 

Brush won’t be able to catch up to him! 

This time round, he had the intention to retreat! 

With the Human Emperor here, their plan could not succeed! 

The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor believed that the Human Emperor wouldn’t be able to linger in 

Tianhuang Mainland for long after his descent which broke the Heaven and Earth laws. 

He could choose to avoid the Human Emperor’s edge now and make a comeback after the latter left! 

However, the moment he was delayed, the Human Emperor seized the opportunity! 

When the Human Emperor’s Brush arrived before him, the three thousand silver threads on its tip 

suddenly spread and expanded dozens of feet. As though they were sentient, they enveloped the 

Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor! 

The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor was completely unprepared for this change! 

Almost instantly, he was entangled by the three thousand silver threads! 

The three thousand silver threads formed the tip of the Human Emperor’s Brush. Every single silver 

thread was extremely sharp and could even compare to divine weapons. 

They coiled around the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor and tore through his flesh instantly! 

The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor was drenched in blood. 

Most importantly, his wings were completely trapped in silver threads and he could not break free. 

Suddenly! 

The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor only felt a dark shadow shroud over him. Before he could react, 

the Human Emperor’s Seal had already smashed onto his body heavily! Pfft! 

Blood splattered everywhere! 

The living beings of the ten thousand races winced. 

The Barbarian Emperor was even more shocked. 

Even his body could not defend against the power of the Human Emperor’s Seal, let alone the 

Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor. 



Right in front of everyone, the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor was smashed into a meat sludge by 

the Human Emperor’s Sealthere was no intact bone left! 

“Dead,” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor murmured softly. 

“The Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor’s Essence Spirit failed to escape?”. 

The Dragon Phoenix True Body asked hurriedly. 

The Chen Dragon Emperor shook his head. “He was restricted by the three thousand silver threads of 

the Human Emperor’s Brush. Even if his Essence Spirit broke free, it won’t be able to escape the cutting 

edge of the three thousand silver threads.” 

“Furthermore, his Essence Spirit was crushed to death by the Human Emperor’s Seal before it could 

even leave his body!” 

The Kun Empress had a conflicted expression as she said softly, “As expected of the Eternal Human 

Emperor. He did not even have to release his divine powers. Just with his three Emperor weapons, he 

killed a top Emperor!” A look of admiration flashed through the eyes of the Kun Empress. 

Even she was impressed by such an expert and invincible grandeur! 

Chapter 1649 Paramita Bridge 

After the Human Emperor killed the Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor, his three Emperor weapons 

were no longer by his side. 

At that moment, the Blood Emperor’s supreme divine power descended and the Endless Blood Sea 

surged, engulfing the three Emperor weapons! 

The Human Emperor could no longer sense the auras of the three Emperor weapons! “Let’s see what 

else you have after losing your three Emperor weapons!” The Golden Crow Fire Emperor’s aura was 

torrential as he hollered and threw the gigantic fireball in his hands towards the Human Emperor. 

At the same time, the Golden Crow Fire Emperor transformed into his true form and roared into the 

skies. He transformed into a golden streak of flames and lunged towards the Human Emperor! 

On the other side, the Endless Blood Sea was already surging over! 

“Incinerating Firmament Boiling Sea? I can do that too,” 

The Human Emperor had a calm expression as he said slowly, “Let me show you the true Incinerating 

Firmament Boiling Sea!” 

Before his sentence was finished, the Human Emperor spread his arms and channeled his Essence Spirit. 

An extremely terrifying and scorching aura burst forth from his body as the power of divine powers 

spread! 

Swoosh! 



Suddenly, a large scarlet flame ignited around the Human Emperor and spread continuously, forming an 

endless sea of flames instantly! 

It was also a supreme divine power. 

However, the power of the Human Emperor’s Incinerating Firmament Boiling Sea was much stronger 

than the Golden Crow Fire Emperor’s! 

The gigantic fireball conjured by the Golden Crow Fire Emperor fell into the sea of flames and was 

devoured before long, blazing like an inferno! 

The sea of flames descended within the Endless Blood Sea! 

Broop! Broop! 

In the blink of an eye, the Endless Blood Sea boiled! 

When the Human Emperor released that supreme divine power, what he boiled was not an ordinary 

ocean, but the Endless Blood Sea released by the Blood Emperor! 

The firmaments were burned red. 

The Blood Sea was boiling as well! 

To be precise, not only was the Blood Sea boiling, it was also evaporating rapidly as blood qi spread into 

the skies! 

A warm, grisly blood rain poured down from the skies. 

Before the Golden Crow Fire Emperor even arrived before the Human Emperor, he shrieked with 

endless fear in his voice! 

He was initially a living being of the Primordial Nine Races that specialized in flames. However, at that 

moment, he was injured by the Human Emperor’s Incinerating Firmament Boiling Sea! 

The feathers on his body were charred black! 

The Golden Crow Fire Emperor fled wildly into the distance. 

He coughed out large mouthfuls of blood-the flames released by the Human Emperor almost burned his 

organs to ashes! 

Even his Essence Spirit was burned! 

The Golden Crow Fire Emperor was no longer as high-spirited as before. He flapped his wings like a 

charred vulture and fled into the distance in an extremely wretched manner! 

The Human Emperor frowned slightly. 

Even if the Golden Crow Fire Emperor was severely injured, his movement technique was way too fast. 

Right now, he was borrowing the Green Lotus True Body. Even if he could catch up, it would take him a 

long time. 



However, he could not hold on for that long! 

By now, he could already feel exhaustion. 

At that thought, the Human Emperor gave up on chasing after the Golden Crow Fire Emperor and 

channeled the power of Incinerating Firmament Boiling Sea into the Endless Blood Sea, burning it wildly! 

With just a few breaths, the Endless Blood Sea dried up and evaporated! 

lan 

This time round, not only did the Human Emperor’s three Emperor Weapons reappear, even the Blood 

Emperor’s body was completely exposed with nowhere to run! 

The Blood Emperor had a terrified expression and could not care less about his dignity as he begged for 

mercy hurriedly, “Human Emperor, please spare me! I was wrong! Please spare me, Human Emperor!” 

The Human Emperor sneered and the sea of flames descended, engulfing the Blood Emperor instantly! 

“Ah! Ah! Ahhhh!” 

Thousands of thick blood vines struggled in the sea of flames as the Blood Emperor let out a tragic cry. 

The Blood Vine race feared fire the most. 

Furthermore, this was a supreme divine power released by the Human Emperor! 

Even the Golden Crow Fire Emperor who controlled flames and cultivated the Sun Essence Fire was 

almost burned to death, let alone the Blood Emperor who had an even lower combat strength! 

In a few breaths, the Blood Emperor’s tragic cries vanished. 

The only sound left in the sea of flames was the crackling of the blood vines. 

Although the Blood Vine race was one of the primordial races, in the flames, they were no different 

from other flora as he gradually turned into ashes! 

Many Blood Vines were already scared out of their wits when they saw that. 

Right from the beginning, many experts of the primordial races had already knelt on the ground and did 

not dare to act rashly! 

When they saw that, the primordial races were even more scared out of their wits! 

It had merely been a brief moment after the Human Emperor’s descent. However, the Hell Witch 

Emperor and Golden Crow Fire Emperor already fled with severe injuries while the Heavenly God 

Emperor, Blood Emperor and Malevolent Wind Rakshasa Emperor were dead! 

Sensing that the situation was bad, the Black Eye Emperor wanted to escape as well. 

Unfortunately, his movement technique was much inferior to the Golden Crow Fire Emperor! 

Waving his sleeves, the Human Emperor’s three Emperor weapons tore through the air. The Human 

Emperor’s Mirror hovered in midair and released a divine light that enveloped the Black Eye Emperor. 



The Black Eye Emperor grunted and felt as though he had fallen into a swamp and it was difficult for him 

to move. 

On the other side, the Human Emperor’s Seal charged towards the Black Eye Emperor with an aggressive 

aura! 

The Human Emperor’s Brush transformed into a streak of light as well and shot over! 

“Human Emperor, you’re the one who forced me to fight you to the death!” 

The Black Eye Emperor roared and the Heavenly Eye on his glabella opened once more. 

This time round, the Heavenly Eye of the Black Eye Emperor turned into complete darkness! 

At the same time, the white in the eyes of the Black Eye Emperor vanished as well, turning into 

darkness! 

He had three black eyes! 

The supreme divine power released by the Black Eye Emperor was way too terrifying and his eyes 

exploded, revealing a pair of pitch-black holes! 

Even the Heavenly Eye of the Black Eye Emperor could not withstand it and a grisly stream of blood 

flowed out! 

“Bang!” 

The three eyes burst forth with an extremely terrifying black light that converged to a single spot, 

forming a gigantic beam of light that charged towards the Human Emperor! 

An aura that threatened to destroy everything spread. 

The living beings of the ten thousand races looked at the black beam of light and felt their hearts 

tremble! 

When the Human Emperor’s Brush struck the black beam of light, it was swiped away instantly. 

The black beam of light did not pause at all and struck the incoming Human Emperor’s Seal. With a bang, 

it sent this massive weapon of Tianhuang Mainland, the Human Emperor’s Seal, flying! 

Even the Human Emperor’s Seal could not defend against the black beam of light! “That’s the 

Apocalyptic Eye,” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor said sternly, “To think that even the Black Eye Emperor managed to cultivate 

that supreme divine power!” 

The fact that it was called the Apocalyptic Eye was proof of the might of that supreme divine 

power! 

“You’re not worthy of fighting me to the death,” 

The Human Emperor said indifferently with a calm expression. 



Before his sentence was finished, he waved his sleeves and a long bridge tore through the air, extending 

from beneath his feet towards the black beam of light! 

The bridge was filled with mysterious runes that seemed to confirm the Human Emperor’s Dao and 

Dharmic arts that led to the end! 

The supreme divine power, Paramita Bridge! 

Boom! 

The Paramita Bridge collided with the black beam of light with a loud bang! 

After a brief pause, the black beam of light began to collapse and shatter! 

At the same time, cracks appeared on the Black Eye Emperor’s body as blood gushed out from his 

mouth! 

Chapter 1650 Imperfections of Heaven and Earth 

There were many mysterious runes laid on the surface of the Paramita Bridge and they contained the 

Dao and Dharmic arts of the Human Emperor-it was not something that the Black Eye Emperor could 

defend against! 

While the Apocalyptic Eye was strong, it was mowed down by the might of the Paramita Bridge. 

The Paramita Bridge was filled with a blinding golden light as it broke through the black beam of light 

from the Apocalyptic Eye and struck the Black Eye Emperor! 

Bang! 

The body of the Black Eye Emperor was shattered by the Paramita Bridge! 

His Essence Spirit could not escape either and was killed on the spot by the golden lights released by the 

Paramita Bridge! 

The entire Enigma Palace fell into a long silence. 

The battle had come to an end. 

The Emperors of the Primordial Six Races arrived at Enigma Palace domineeringly. Initially, they wanted 

to suppress the human race and reign over Tianhuang Mainland once more. However, four of them 

were killed by the Human Emperor! 

The remaining Hell Witch Emperor and Golden Crow Fire Emperor escaped with severe injuries as well! 

Of course, the Primordial Six Races had more than one Emperor each. However, this was an 

unimaginable injury for them! 

The living beings of the ten thousand races looked at the Human Emperor on the battlefield with deep 

reverence in their eyes! 

This person was way too terrifying! 



In the ancient era, the Human Emperor appeared out of nowhere and suppressed the primordial races, 

turning the tides. 

In this generation, the Human Emperor broke through the Heaven and Earth laws and descended from 

the upper world. Under the circumstances where his physical body was destroyed, Essence Spirit was 

injured and cultivation realm was decreased, he managed to suppress the Emperors of the primordial 

races! 

All living beings of the ten thousand races were in reverence! 

The Chen Dragon Emperor walked out slowly and bowed deeply in the direction of the Human Emperor 

with a pleased expression. “I no longer have any regrets in my life now that I’m able to witness the 

grandeur of the Human Emperor before my death!” 

Although the Chen Dragon Emperor had lived for almost 400,000 years, he was only a junior in front of 

the Eternal Human Emperor. 

The Barbarian Emperor and Kun Empress hurried forward and kowtowed as well. 

“There’s no need for formalities,” 

The Human Emperor nodded slightly as a form of greeting to the three Emperors of the primordial races. 

Both the Barbarian Emperor and Kun Empress felt relieved and lingering fear. 

Thankfully, they did not join forces with the Primordial Six Races or attack the human race. 

Otherwise, their Essence Spirits would have been destroyed and they would have died just like the 

Blood Emperor and the others! 

“Senior Human Emperor…” 

The storyteller’s hair was white as he looked at the Human Emperor with warm tears in his eyes. 

The secret skill he released sacrificed his lifespan while the Human Emperor would endure an extremely 

terrifying punishment upon his descent to the lower world! 

However, the Human Emperor descended upon Tianhuang Mainland without hesitation! 

Even after countless years, the Human Emperor had not forgotten about the masses of Tianhuang 

Mainland! 

The storyteller’s eyes revealed a deep guilt. 

He released that secret skill and summoned the Human Emperor. However, the Human Emperor paid a 

high price for it and nobody knew how much that would affect the latter. 

“I’m fine, you don’t have to feel guilty,” As though he could read the storyteller’s mind, the Human 

Emperor smiled. “Additionally, Ling Long is fine as well. She knows that you guys protected Tianhuang 

Mainland and is relieved that the foundational teachings of Enigma Palace are not forgotten.” 

“Ancestor Ling Long!” 



At the mention of Fairy Ling Long, the storyteller and the other cultivators of Enigma Palace were even 

more emotional and could not help but call out. 

“S-Senior Human Emperor, we know that we were in the wrong. S-Senior, please forgive 

us.” 

“Senior Human Emperor, please spare us!” 

At that moment, the clan leaders of the primordial races knelt on the ground and prostrated not far 

away. In fact, they did not even dare to meet the Human Emperor’s gaze as they said with trembling 

voices. 

The Human Emperor glanced at them indifferently and asked, “Does the human race have the right to 

negotiate with the primordial races now?” 

“We wouldn’t dare!” 

When they heard that, the clan leaders of the primordial races were even more drenched in sweat and 

their faces were almost stuck to the ground! 

“Let the Ten Thousand Race Meet continue. It’s time for me to leave,” 

The Human Emperor said. 

“Senior Human Emperor!” 

Many cultivators called out with deep reluctance in their eyes. 

It was not because the Human Emperor did not want to stay; he no longer had much strength left. 

The Human Emperor only managed to descend upon Tianhuang Mainland by breaking through the 

Heaven and Earth laws of the upper and lower worlds. He had to pay a huge price for that process! 

“I’ve known you for a long time,” 

Right then, the Human Emperor said softly. 

“Mmm?” 

Su Zimo’s heart skipped a beat. 

In the consciousness of the Green Lotus True Body, the Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit turned around 

and said to Su Zimo’s black-haired Essence Spirit who was not far away. 

Nobody outside heard that. 

This was a private conversation between the Human Emperor and Su Zimo. 

“I’ve known you from the moment you entered the Human Emperor’s Palace,” 

The Human Emperor smiled gently. “Ling Long has a secret skill that can establish a connection with Yue 

Hua. Oh, Yue Hua is the Palace Guardian.” 



“Ling Long was also the reason why the Pure Maiden of the fiend sects was able to enter the Human 

Emperor’s Palace.” 

“I know everything about you. You have the guts to establish the Martial Dao and impart martial arts to 

all living beings. Even I can’t compare to you, well done!” 

If anyone outside heard that, they would be shocked! 

Who in this world could make the Human Emperor personally say that he was inferior?! 

“That’s overstating things, senior,” 

Su Zimo replied hurriedly, “I’m still far from your unparalleled contribution to the human race.” 

“On this mainland, the future of the human race’s fate will depend on you,” 

The Human Emperor said in a deep voice. 

Su Zimo was momentarily stunned. 

The Human Emperor said, “Don’t worry, after today, there should be a period of peace in Tianhuang 

Mainland.” 

“The two Emperors of the Witch and Golden Crow races were injured by me. It will take them at least a 

thousand years to recover! You have to grow as quickly as possible in that thousand years.” 

Su Zimo nodded. “Don’t worry, Senior Human Emperor! The identity of the God race as outsiders has 

been exposed and they’ll be isolated by the entire Tianhuang Mainland.” 

“As for the remaining five primordial races, three top Emperors are dead and two of them are severely 

injured. I reckon that even if the Hell Witch Emperor and the Golden Crow Fire Emperor recover 

completely, they won’t dare to attack humans anymore.” 

The arrival of the Human Emperor had scared the primordial races completely! 

Furthermore, there was still the Chen Dragon Emperor of the Dragon race guarding them! 

Now that the Hell Witch Emperor and Golden Crow Fire Emperor were severely injured, the Chen 

Dragon Emperor was the strongest Emperor in Tianhuang Mainland! 

Even though the Chen Dragon Emperor’s lifespan was almost up, he still had 10,000 years left! 

“I hope so…” 

The Human Emperor nodded and frowned again. The latent dangers detected in the Middle Continent, 

Thousand Demon Valley and East Sea flashed through his mind and he wanted to speak but hesitated. 

Suddenly, he thought of something else that was even more important. “Right, there’s something else I 

have to remind you. By forcefully descending upon Tianhuang Mainland, it’s equivalent to me breaking 

through the world of Tianhuang Mainland.” 

“Given my current strength, I’m unable to repair this broken world surface.” 



“As time passes, the Heaven and Earth laws of Tianhuang Mainland will definitely become unstable. 

There will be imperfections in Heaven and Earth and the laws will be in chaos.” 

Su Zimo was confused and asked, “What will happen when there are imperfections in Heaven and Earth 

and the laws in chaos?” 

“I’m not sure how much of an impact it will have on Tianhuang Mainland,” 

The Human Emperor said, “However, you have to be careful about this matter. If I can descend to the 

lower world today, experts of the primordial races in the upper world might be able to as well!” 

“Ah!” 

When he heard that, Su Zimo’s expression changed! 

Chapter 1651 Three Thousand Worlds 

The Human Emperor said, “In the ancient era, the human race merely ousted the Primordial Nine Races 

and restricted them to a corner without exterminating them completely. On the one hand, it was 

because the human race had a tragic victory and needed to recuperate.” “The foundation of the 

Primordial Nine Races is unimaginable and it wouldn’t have been beneficial for the human race even if 

we continued fighting.” 

Su Zimo nodded. 

Both parties suffered immense losses in the ancient war. 

If they were to truly fight to the death, there was a high chance that the human race would not be the 

master of Tianhuang Mainland at that time and it was hard to predict what sort of situation Tianhuang 

Mainland would be in. 

“On the other hand, I was also worried about the experts of the upper world descending,” 

The Human Emperor continued, “If the primordial races are truly forced into a corner, it’s not impossible 

for them to summon experts of the upper world either.” 

Su Zimo said in a low voice, “Although that’s the case, experts of the upper world would have to pay an 

extremely high price for descending. Not everyone can come down.” 

“Not everyone can descend into the lower worlds to save the masses without reservations like you, 

senior!” 

Countless years had passed since the Human Emperor ascended to the upper world. 

To be fair, the Human Emperor no longer had anything to do with the human race of Tianhuang 

Mainland. 

In the eyes of the Emperors, all living beings in the world were merely ants, let alone the experts of the 

upper world. 

However, the Human Emperor chose to descend even if he had to pay a huge price! 



“Under normal circumstances, there will indeed be a situation like mine when experts of the upper 

world descend. They will be ostracized by the Heaven and Earth laws and their bodies will be destroyed. 

Their cultivation realms will fall and they will experience many serious injuries,” 

The Human Emperor said, “However, after a long time, when there are imperfections in Heaven and 

Earth and the laws are in chaos, these situations might either intensify or…” 

Su Zimo’s heart skipped a beat. 

Although the Human Emperor did not continue, Su Zimo had already guessed the terrifying outcome! 

There was another possibility—the chaotic Heaven and Earth laws of Tianhuang Mainland would not 

reject experts of the upper world! 

This meant that if experts of the upper world were to descend, they might be able to do so without 

suffering any injuries or drop in cultivation. For Tianhuang Mainland, that would be catastrophic! 

The living beings of the lower worlds were only protected because of the existence of the Heaven and 

Earth laws. 

If there were imperfections in Heaven and Earth and the laws were in chaos, once experts of the upper 

world were to descend, all living beings—the primordial races and Emperors included-would be nothing 

but fish on a chopping block! 

At the mention of that, the Human Emperor sighed gently as well. 

He had no choice. 

He could only choose to descend upon Tianhuang Mainland so that he could fight for time for the 

human race! Su Zimo said, “Senior, you’ve said it yourself, that’s only the worst case scenario. After all, 

even you aren’t certain of the impact if there are imperfections in Heaven and Earth and the laws are in 

chaos.” 

“Yes,” 

The Human Emperor nodded and smiled bitterly. “My strength is still insufficient. If I was a truly top-tier 

expert of the upper world, I would be able to ignore the Heaven and Earth laws and travel between the 

upper and lower worlds freely.” 

Su Zimo’s heart skipped a beat as a blood-colored figure flashed through his mind! 

That was a woman that he would never be able to forget for the rest of his life. 

Die Yue! 

At the thought of Die Yue, Su Zimo could not help but feel his heart pounding faster-even his blood was 

boiling. 

Die Yue had been to Tianhuang Mainland as well! 

However, be it Die Yue’s descent or departure, they did not cause much of a stir nor did they affect 

Tianhuang Mainland, much less destroy the Heaven and Earth laws. 



In that case, wouldn’t it mean that Die Yue was even more capable than the Human Emperor? 

“What’s wrong?” 

Sensing Su Zimo’s abnormality, the Human Emperor asked with a smile. 

Coughing gently, Su Zimo probed, “Senior, you were invincible in Tianhuang Mainland and suppressed 

the ten thousand races. Given your talent, wouldn’t you still be a part of the top-tier experts of the 

upper world after your ascension?” 

He did not ask directly about Die Yue. 

His emotions were extremely complicated. 

He was filled with anticipation but also fear. 

He was afraid that his reckless question would lead to nothing and his hopes would be dashed. 

When he heard that, the Human Emperor chuckled. 

“Everyone who can ascend to the upper world are all monster incarnates who once dominated over a 

world!” 

The Human Emperor shook his head gently. “Furthermore, the upper world is extremely vast with a 

thousand vast worlds, countless paragons and monster incarnates! Compared to the upper world, 

Tianhuang Mainland is as insignificant as a speck of dust and isn’t worth mentioning.” 

“The difference between me and the top experts of the upper world is still extremely great,” 

“A thousand vast worlds?” 

Su Zimo had a lost expression and replied instinctively. 

The Human Emperor smiled gently and explained, “This is something that can only be encountered after 

ascending to the upper world. However, there’s no harm in telling you now.” 

“Legend has it that there is a trichiliocosm in this universe with distinct levels. At the bottom, there are a 

billion minor chiliocosms. Like a river of sand, they can’t be calculated and Tianhuang Mainland is merely 

one of them.” 

“Ah!” 

Su Zimo’s eyes widened and he was shocked! 

The Human Emperor’s words had a huge impact on Su Zimo! 

Initially, when he heard about God’s Mainland in Tianhuang Mainland, he guessed that there would be 

many other worlds like Tianhuang Mainland and God’s Mainland. 

However, he had not expected that there would be a billion of such worlds! 

Tianhuang Mainland was only one of the minor chiliocosms! 



Even when compared to the lower worlds, Tianhuang Mainland was nothing. It was even more 

insignificant when compared to the entire universe. 

At that moment, Su Zimo felt that he was incomparably miniscule! 

Tianhuang Mainland was like a well. 

He was in the well and could only see the sky that was the size of a palm. 

However, he did not know that there was a boundless firmament and vast world outside the well! 

The Human Emperor waited for Su Zimo’s mind to calm down before saying, “Your comprehension of 

Buddhism is very deep. You should have heard of a Buddhist saying, ‘A world in a sand’.” 

“Actually, that sentence is describing the billion minor chiliocosms that are like the river of sand.” 

Su Zimo was enlightened. 

To think that there would be such a meaning behind ‘A world in a sand’. 

The Buddhist sutras had long described those secrets for future generations to comprehend. 

However, if the Human Emperor had not described it, Su Zimo would not have been able to imagine that 

he was in such a vast world! 

If there were a billion minor chiliocosms like Tianhuang Mainland, it would be as the Human Emperor 

had said—there would truly be many paragons and monster incarnates in the upper world! 

“If there are a billion minor chiliocosms in the lower worlds, what about the upper 

world?” 

Su Zimo asked again. 

“The so-called upper world is actually made up of a thousand medium chiliocosms. Every single medium 

chiliocosm is countless times larger than Tianhuang Mainland.” 

The Human Emperor said, “For example, the God and Witch Realms are both part of the upper world.” 

Pausing for a moment, the Human Emperor hesitated slightly. “Legend has it that there’s a boundless 

world above the upper world called the major chiliocosm!” 

“Of course, I’m not sure about that either. It’s just a legend.” 

“However, no matter what, there are a billion minor chiliocosms, a thousand medium chiliocosms and a 

major chiliocosm. Together, they form the trichiliocosm.” 

Su Zimo had read about the trichiliocosm in the Buddhist sutras before. 

Initially, he thought that the trichiliocosm meant that when worlds like Tianhuang Mainland and God’s 

Mainland were added together, there were three thousand of them. 

However, he had not expected that the true meaning of the trichiliocosm referred to the minor, medium 

and major chiliocosms! 



Chapter 1652 Origin of the Great Wilderness 

After saying that, the Human Emperor looked up at the firmaments and sighed. “I’ve got to return. 

There are still many people on the other side that I have to protect.” 

When he heard that, Su Zimo’s heart skipped a beat as he asked hurriedly, “Senior, have you heard of 

the Great Wilderness?” 

“Great Wilderness?” 

The Human Emperor was slightly stunned before nodding. “The Great Wilderness is one of the upper 

worlds where ferocious demon beasts roam and are extremely strong. It’s considered as one of the 

strongest medium chiliocosms in the upper world!” 

Su Zimo’s eyes were filled with ecstasy. 

Up till this point of his cultivation, he had finally obtained definite news! 

The Great Wilderness was one of the medium chiliocosms! 

As long as he could ascend to the upper world successfully, he would have a chance to meet Die Yue! 

Although Su Zimo was still a distance away from Die Yue, the two of them were getting closer. 

Just as he was about to leave, Su Zimo took a deep breath and finally asked the question that had been 

lingering in his mind for a long time. “Senior Human Emperor, do you know Die Yue?” 

“Die Yue?” 

The Human Emperor pondered and shook his head. 

Su Zimo sighed internally and a look of disappointment flashed through his eyes. 

However, he quickly understood. 

The upper world was way too huge! 

It was formed by a thousand medium chiliocosms and every single medium chiliocosm could 

accommodate countless Tianhuang Mainlands. 

Since the Human Emperor was not in the Great Wilderness, it was only natural that he had not heard of 

Die Yue. 

No matter what, this time round, Su Zimo found out about the origin of the Great Wilderness. 

That gave him endless motivation! 

Tossing out his palm, the Human Emperor returned the Human Emperor’s Brush to the Palace Guardian 

and nodded slightly. “Yue Hua, well done. It’s been hard on you to guard the Human Emperor’s Palace 

all these years as well.” 

“The matter of Tianhuang Mainland has come to an end for the time being. It’s time for you to undergo 

the Tribulation Transcendence. If you drag on for a little more time and your blood qi deteriorates, the 

chances of you surviving the Tribulation Transcendence will be greatly reduced.” 



“Thank you, master,” 

The Palace Guardian received the Human Emperor’s Brush and bowed respectfully. 

“Is there any candidate for the next Palace Guardian?” 

The Human Emperor asked. 

He knew very well that there was another important reason why Yue Hua did not undergo the 

Tribulation Transcendence-he had not found a suitable successor for the Human Emperor’s Palace. 

“Not yet,” 

The Palace Guardian sighed and shook his head gently. 

The successor of the Human Emperor’s Palace did not only require extraordinary talent and terrifying 

combat strength. More than that, he needed a strong mental state. 

Throughout history, there have been many powerful Emperors. However, if most of them were like the 

Emperors in this generation who only cared about their own cultivation and ignored the safety of the 

human race, they would not be worthy of being the successor of the Human Emperor’s Palace. 

In title, this was just the successor of the Palace Guardian of the Human Emperor’s Palace. 

However, in reality, this would also be the successor meant to protect Tianhuang Mainland and the 

human race! 

“I’ll recommend someone to you,” 

The Human Emperor shifted his gaze towards the storyteller not far away. 

It was an honor to be acknowledged by the Human Emperor! 

A rosy glow appeared on the storyteller’s face as he suddenly straightened his body. His essence, qi and 

spirit seemed to have reached their peak! 

All the experts present sighed gently. 

All of them could tell that the storyteller was in his final moments of lucidity prior to his death. 

Before long, the storyteller would die here! 

“He…” 

The Palace Guardian said, “Indeed, with his temperament, he can inherit the Human Emperor’s Palace. 

However, he only comprehended three supreme divine powers. His combat strength is insufficient.” 

“Most importantly, he doesn’t have much lifespan left!” 

The Palace Guardian gave a look of pity. 

The storyteller paid an extremely tragic price for summoning the Human Emperor forcefully this time 

round and expended all his lifespan! 

“Thank you for your high regards, Senior Human Emperor,” 



The storyteller smiled. “However, I feel that I don’t have much time left and truly don’t have the 

strength to inherit the Human Emperor’s Palace. Now that I have received your acknowledgement, I can 

die without 

regrets!” 

“Master!” 

Lin Xuanji arrived before the storyteller and knelt down. 

Initially, it was a joyous matter that the human race was out of danger. However, Lin Xuanji could not 

bring himself to be happy at the moment. 

From the day he acknowledged his master, he had been fooling around with the storyteller. 

There had never been any etiquette or hierarchy in front of the storyteller. 

If it was any other stiff and traditional cultivator, they would have disowned Lin Xuanji as their disciple a 

long time ago. However, the storyteller did not take it to heart. 

Lin Xuanji had never expressed such emotions in front of the storyteller. 

However, at that moment, he knelt in front of the storyteller with tears streaming down his sleeves. 

“There’s no need for that,” 

The Human Emperor smiled gently. “Ling Long knew that you would exhaust your lifespan by releasing 

that secret skill. When I descended, she gave me an elixir.” 

As he said that, he beckoned to the shimmering crack in the firmaments. 

It was only then that everyone noticed a small jade-green bottle floating in the firmaments. 

This was something that fell when the Human Emperor’s body was shattered. 

However, that scene was way too shocking and nobody noticed the existence of the small bottle. 

The small medicine bottle was already filled with cracks-it must have endured an immense impact 

traveling down from the upper world. 

“Thankfully, this small medicine bottle is safe,” 

The Human Emperor took out the elixir from the bottle and flicked his finger, sending it before the 

storyteller. He nodded slightly. “Eat this elixir pill.” 

“This elixir pill was refined by Ling Long using immortal herbs of the upper world. It’s an immortal pill 

that can increase one’s lifespan,” The Human Emperor explained. 

“Ah!” 

The storyteller’s heart skipped a beat. 

In Tianhuang Mainland, once a cultivator was at the Emperor realm, any elixir pill that could increase 

one’s lifespan no longer had any effect on them. 



To think that the Human Emperor would descend with an immortal pill refined by Fairy Ling Long 

personally! 

The Human Emperor replied, “Of course, this immortal pill doesn’t add much lifespan either.” 

“It’s fine, it’s fine!” 

The storyteller was excited and received the immortal elixir hurriedly, swallowing it in a single mouthful. 

For those who were about to die, no matter how little their lifespans were extended, they could at least 

survive! 

Furthermore, there was hope as long as he survived. 

At the very least, the storyteller could choose to attempt the Tribulation Transcendence and take the 

risk! 

After a brief pause, the Human Emperor continued, “Of course, it’s only enough to extend your lifespan 

by tens of thousands years.” 

The storyteller was stunned. 

Psst! 

Gasps could be heard from the crowd as well! 

A lifespan extension tens of thousands of 

years! 

This meant that the storyteller would recover to his peak after consuming this elixir pill! 

“Senior Human Emperor sure is bold in his words!” 

Little Fatty muttered softly at the side. 

Shi Jian let out a look of admiration. “As expected of the Eternal Human Emperor. An increase in lifespan 

by tens of thousands of years is nothing in his eyes.” 

The moment the immortal pill entered the storyteller’s stomach, a terrifying lifeforce burst forth and 

swept through his body, bloodline, organs and Essence Spirit rapidly! 

The storyteller’s white hair fell off and his black hair regrew at a visible speed. 

The wrinkles on his face vanished and his beard was gone. He looked absolutely hale and hearty! 

Lin Xuanji was stunned and his eyes were filled with tears, completely dumbfounded. 

What was going on? 

The old man had regained his youth in the blink of an eye and even looked younger than him! 

He had cried for nothing?! 

“Good disciple, hurry and get up,” 



The storyteller looked at Lin Xuanji and said with a smile, his eyes filled with mockery. 

“F*ck!” 

With a whoosh, Lin Xuanji leaped up from the ground and turned to leave. Without even wiping away 

the tears on his face, he grit his teeth. “Old man, you have no morals at all! How dare you mock me!” 

Chapter 1653 Inheritance of the Human Emperor 

The Human Emperor returned the Human Emperor’s Brush to the Palace Guardian and gave an 

immortal pill to the storyteller. 

This also meant that the next Palace Guardian would be this generation’s Mystic Emperor! 

Right now, the Human Emperor only had two Emperor weapons left-his mirror and seal. 

The Human Emperor glanced sideways and his gaze seemed to pass through the voids, landing in a 

corner of the Heaven Expanding Mountain Range. 

There was a long-haired man in grayish-white robes. There was a blood scar on his glabella and his eyes 

were clear and bright. His gaze was gentle, as though it contained endless wisdom. However, he also 

exuded an extremely evil aura! 

Two completely contrasting auras were exuded by this white-robed man. 

This white-robed man had once entered the Human Emperor’s Palace and received his inheritance as 

well! 

When the Human Emperor fought against the Emperors of the primordial races earlier on, he retrieved 

his Human Emperor’s Mirror from this person. 

After pondering for a moment, the Human Emperor raised his hand and tossed the Human Emperor’s 

Mirror. Turning into a streak of light, it entered the Heaven Expanding Mountain Range and returned to 

the hands of the white-robed man. 

The white-robed man shuddered with a conflicted expression. 

He believed that with the Human Emperor’s capabilities and experience, the latter would definitely be 

able to tell that something was amiss with him. 

However, the Human Emperor still chose to hand the Human Emperor’s Mirror over to him. 

It was a form of silent trust! 

The white-robed man sighed gently and held the Human Emperor’s Mirror with both hands. He bowed 

deeply in the direction of the Human Emperor and chanted Buddhist proclamations softly. 

In Enigma Palace, Su Zimo noticed the Human Emperor’s actions and his heart skipped a beat. 

Others might not know the location of the Human Emperor’s Mirror, but he knew very well that it had 

returned to Monk Daming’s hands! 

In other words, Monk Daming was still in the Heaven Expanding Mountain Range! 



As though he recalled something, Su Zimo let out a mysterious smile. 

“My young friend Desolate Martial, it’s time to return your body to you,” 

The Human Emperor’s voice sounded once more. 

With a whoosh, the Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit left the head of the Green Lotus True Body and 

flew towards the crack in the firmaments that shone with a blinding white light. 

“Human Emperor!” 

Many cultivators revealed reluctance when they saw the Human Emperor leave and shouted. 

The Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit suddenly paused when he arrived beside the Human Emperor’s 

Palace. With a thought of his spirit consciousness, a blank long scroll flew out from the Human 

Emperor’s Palace. 

The living beings of the ten thousand races looked at everything with lost expressions. 

Nobody knew what the Human Emperor’s intentions were. 

As for the Palace Guardian, he seemed to have realized something as he came beside the Human 

Emperor and whispered, “Master, should I write it?” 

“No,” 

The Human Emperor shook his head. “I want to write it personally!” 

The Palace Guardian nodded and handed the Human Emperor’s Brush over respectfully. 

The Human Emperor channeled his Essence Spirit and the Human Emperor’s Brush landed on the 

battlefield, absorbing the blood of the experts of the primordial races like the Heavenly God Emperor. 

The silver tip of the brush turned blood-red before long! 

Controlling the Human Emperor’s Brush, the Human Emperor waved it wildly and wrote on the blank 

long scroll. One after another, massive words landed on the paper. 

Every single word was written with the blood of the Emperors of the primordial races and was filled with 

a torrential killing intent that was chilling to the bones! 

Although the Human Emperor did not have a physical body, each time he wrote a word, his voice would 

echo through the firmaments in a deafening manner! 

“The human race is weakened and Emperors are useless!” 

The accusation that Emperors were useless in his first sentence was extremely heavy-it was referring to 

the Emperors of the human race who hid in the ancient battlefield and did not dare to show themselves! 

Only the Human Emperor had the authority and qualifications to reprimand the Emperors of the human 

race! 

“I heard that Desolate Martial rose in Tianhuang Mainland and established the Martial Dao to bring 

blessings to all living beings! I, the Human Emperor, have decided to pass my title to Desolate Martial! 



Once he is conferred the title of Emperor, he will become the Human Emperor and reign over the 

world!” 

A loud voice spread through Tianhuang Mainland and reverberated through the world! 

The world was shaken! 

The experts of Enigma Palace were even more shocked with aghast expressions of disbelief! 

Throughout history, the human race had many Emperors and some powerful monster incarnates. 

However, none of them dared to refer to themselves as the Human Emperor. 

In the hearts of all humans, there was only a single Human Emperor. 

But now, the Human Emperor had actually given a Dharmic Edict personally to pass down the title to 

Desolate Martial! 

Although Desolate Martial was only a Mahayana Patriarch right now, once he was conferred the title of 

Emperor, he would be the new Human Emperor and be respected by the world! 

Instantly, a mysterious noble might descended onto Su Zimo’s body. Although he was only at the 

Mahayana realm, it released a powerful pressure! 

An endless amount of mysterious power gathered towards Su Zimo. 

That power could not be seen with the naked eye. 

Only the Patriarchs and Emperors present could sense it with their powerful spirit consciousnesses! 

“The fortune of the world is gathered because the Human Emperor passed down his title!” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor murmured softly, “The Human Emperor sure is capable!” 

“By gathering the fortune of the world, one’s cultivation speed would become extremely terrifying and 

they would receive many blessings,” The Kun Empress said, “However, fortune and opportunities go 

hand in hand with life and death calamities! Gathering the fortune of the world means that Desolate 

Martial has to endure an unimaginable calamity!” 

“It’s not so easy to become the Human Emperor,” 

The Barbarian Emperor nodded as well. “The Human Emperor created such a huge commotion by 

imparting his title to a Mahayana Patriarch with a personal Dharmic Edict. This will definitely incur the 

jealousy of other Patriarchs and even Emperors of the human race!” 

Pausing for a moment, he grinned. “We don’t know if the Human Emperor’s actions will bring about 

blessings or calamities for Desolate Martial!” 

“Hehe,” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor laughed. “Do you guys think that the Human Emperor didn’t think of that?” 

“What does that mean?” 

The Barbarian Emperor and Kun Empress asked. 



The Chen Dragon Emperor said, “The reason why the Human Emperor passed down his title was to let 

the world and the Emperors of the human race see it! The position of the Human Emperor is just an 

empty title. It doesn’t matter whether Desolate Martial will be conferred the title of the Human 

Emperor in the future.” 

“The Human Emperor’s intention is to gather the fortune of the world for Desolate Martial so that he 

can endure the calamity!” 

“In fact, he wants Desolate Martial to be put tempered because of the Emperors of the human race! 

That’s the Human Emperor’s true intention!” 

The Barbarian Emperor and Kun Empress’s hearts skipped a beat. 

In midair, the Dharmic Edict of the Human Emperor shone with an endless blood light and a chilling 

killing intent. Every single word was extremely clear and emitted a terrifying aura! 

The Human Emperor’s spirit consciousness moved and the gigantic Human Emperor’s Seal landed at the 

end of the Dharmic Edict, leaving a mark. 

“My young friend Desolate Martial, I’ll leave this Dharmic Edict and Human Emperor’s Seal for you.” 

The Human Emperor rolled up the Dharmic Edict and threw it to Su Zimo along with the Human 

Emperor’s Seal. He then roared in laughter and turned to leave.. 

“My young friend Desolate Martial, i’ll be waiting for you in the upper world!” 

The Human Emperor’s voice sounded. “I hope that we’ll meet again in the upper world. At that time, 

let’s fight side by side!” 

The Human Emperor’s Essence Spirit entered the crack that shone with a blinding light and vanished. 

The Human Emperor’s Dharmic Edict and Human Emperor’s Seal descended as well. 

Su Zimo received them. 

At that moment, the world shook! 

The endless fortune of the eight desolates gathered towards Su Zimo wildly and even materialized into 

streams of dragon qi. Dragon roars sounded repeatedly and the might of the Emperor Dao spread! 

That was a fortune that only the Human Emperor could endure. 

However, Su Zimo was unyielding. Wielding the Human Emperor’s Dharmic Edict in his left hand and the 

Human Emperor’s Seal in his right, his gaze was cold and unparalleled! 

All the living beings of the ten thousand races lowered their heads and no one dared to meet his gaze! 

Chapter 1654 Arrival of the Prime Body 

Although the Human Emperor left, he wrote the Human Emperor’s Dharmic Edict personally and passed 

it down to Su Zimo alongside the Human Emperor’s Seal, gathering the fortune of the world! 



At that moment, although Su Zimo was only at the Mahayana realm, he had already exuded the aura of 

an Emperor. His aura was immense as he looked down on the world! 

“Greetings, Human Emperor!” The storyteller cupped his fists towards Su Zimo and bowed first. 

The storyteller was the current Mystic Emperor! 

Now that the Mystic Emperor took the lead to greet, the remaining five Emperors bowed hurriedly with 

respectful expressions. 

If that was the case for the six Emperors, it did not matter if the other cultivators were unwilling, 

dissatisfied, jealous or indignant. At that moment, all of them felt immense pressure and knelt down 

one after another! 

This was the situation! 

Now that the Human Emperor had passed down his title, the trend was on Su Zimo’s side! 

“Seniors, there’s no need for that,” 

Su Zimo put away the Human Emperor’s Dharmic Edict and Human Emperor’s Seal and hurried forward. 

He raised the storyteller’s arms and said, “I don’t deserve the title of the Human Emperor. Be it in the 

ancient era or this generation, there is only a single Human Emperor.” 

“If I become an Emperor in the future, I won’t be called the Human Emperor either,” 

That was Su Zimo’s respect for the Eternal Human Emperor. 

In the hearts of him and the living beings of the ten thousand races, there was only a single Human 

Emperor! 

“Senior Mystic Emperor, I hope that you guys will continue hosting this Ten Thousand Race Meet,” 

Su Zimo said in a deep voice. 

“Of course,” 

The storyteller nodded. 

“Everyone of the primordial races, do you have any objections to the Ten Thousand Race Meet 

continuing?” 

The storyteller looked at the Witch clan leader and the others and asked in a deep voice. 

“No objections,” 

The clan leaders of the Witch and Heavenly Eye races shook their heads. 

The arrival of the Human Emperor changed the situation completely. All the primordial races were 

scared out of their wits and had yet to break free from their fears—who would dare to object?! 

“Hey!” 



Suddenly, Little Fatty leaped out and pointed in the direction of the Witch and Golden Crow races, 

shouting, “The Ten Thousand Race Meet shall continue! Where are the Emperors of your Primordial Six 

Races? Why aren’t there any Emperors?!” 

“Perhaps they’re scared out of their wits?” 

Shi Jian muttered at the side. 

Rolling his eyes, Little Fatty pouted his lips. “That means they aren’t that capable after all and are just a 

bunch of cowards! I thought they must have been strong given how arrogant they were earlier on!” 

The two of them echoed one after another and the expressions of the clan leaders of the Primordial Six 

Races turned extremely terrible. 

Earlier on, they humiliated the human race and mocked them for being cowardly rats. 

But now, karma had reversed. 

When the Eternal Human Emperor descended, the Heavenly God Emperor, Hell Witch Emperor and the 

others were either dead and injured. 

Even with the Human Emperor’s departure, the remaining Emperors of the Primordial Six Races were so 

scared that they hid in the forbidden grounds and did not dare to appear! 

The Human Emperor had only just left—who knew if he had anything else up his sleeves? 

The arrival of the Human Emperor this time round dealt serious damage to the Primordial Six Races. 

Apart from the few Emperors who died on the surface, more than that, it was an invisible intimidation! 

The God clan leader coughed gently. “As the clan leaders of the primordial races, we can make complete 

decisions at the Ten Thousand Race Meet.” 

“Right, right!” 

The Witch clan leader and the others nodded hurriedly as well. 

The storyteller glanced at the God clan leader indifferently. “The Ten Thousand Race Meet can continue, 

but the God race won’t be included!” 

The God clan leader’s expression changed. 

The storyteller said, “Once the ten thousand races are done with our discussion, we’ll decide on the 

matter of the God race.” 

The God clan leader did not dare to refute. 

“Chen Dragon Emperor, Barbarian Emperor, Kun Empress, what do you guys think?” 

The storyteller turned and looked at the Chen Dragon Emperor and the other two before asking. His 

attitude was clearly mellower. 

It was especially so for the Chen Dragon Emperor whom the storyteller bore immense respect. 



If not for the Chen Dragon Emperor, the Heavenly God Emperor and the others would have attacked 

without any reservations at the Ten Thousand Race Meet this time round! 

But now that the Hell Witch and Golden Crow Fire Emperors were severely injured and had to escape, 

although the Chen Dragon Emperor was old, he was also the strongest Emperor in Tianhuang Mainland! 

“I’ve got no objections,” 

The Chen Dragon Emperor nodded. 

The storyteller looked at the few demon Emperors and living beings of the ten thousand races at the 

side and said in a deep voice, “Since that’s the case, the Ten Thousand Race Meet shall continue!” 

Although the Human Emperor had descended, the strength of the human race in this generation was 

still far inferior compared to the primordial races. 

If he pushed the primordial races too far, it would only backfire. 

Right now, the human race could not fight against the primordial races. 

The storyteller still made the suggestion of coexisting with the ten thousand races. 

Apart from the God race, the territory of the Primordial Eight Races could be expanded. 

The beings of the primordial races no longer had to live ignobly and could roam Tianhuang Mainland 

freely. However, they could not kill the living beings of the ten thousand races wantonly. 

The ten thousand races had to coexist on Tianhuang Mainland in a peaceful manner! 

Although killing and fighting could happen, they could not kill wantonly or bully and enslave the weaker 

races for no reason! 

The Chen Dragon Emperor, Barbarian Emperor and Kun Empress were satisfied with this suggestion as 

well. 

The remaining five primordial races had even less objections. 

Following that was the gathering of the ten thousand races to discuss how to divide the territories. 

This was an extremely detailed, complicated and massive project that would take days and nights to 

finalize. 

Su Zimo was not interested in such things. 

At that moment, his eyes were closed and he was already roaming with his Essence Spirit! 

Heaven Expanding Mountain Range. 

A purple-robed cultivator arrived. The cultivator’s face was shrouded by a layer of fog and his features 

could not be seen clearly. However, he exuded an aura as though he was a lord that looked down on the 

world and was unstoppable! 

The Martial Dao Prime Body had descended! 



The Martial Dao Prime Body surveyed the surroundings and sensed for a moment before walking in a 

direction at an unhurried speed. 

However, in the blink of an eye, the Martial Dao Prime Body crossed the entire Heaven Expanding 

Mountain Range and arrived at an inconspicuous corner at the outer perimeter of the mountain range. 

The surroundings were lush with vegetation and ancient trees with luxuriant leaves. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body descended and retracted his aura, as though he had already fused into the 

world. 

It was as though he was the wind of this world and the vegetation around him. 

At that moment, even if someone stood in front of the Martial Dao Prime Body with their eyes closed, 

even if they released their spirit consciousness, they wouldn’t be able to sense his existence! 

In the depths of this corner, there was a dark cave. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body smiled gently and walked towards the cave. 

In the cave, a white-robed man was in a lotus position. His fingertip touched the ground and his entire 

finger turned scarlet! 

The white-robed man closed his eyes and calmed his mind, carefully refining the bloodlines here. 

The bloodlines left behind at the battlefield of Enigma Palace were the strongest. However, he did not 

dare to touch them lest he alarmed the many Emperors at Enigma Palace. 

Countless living beings of the Heaven Expanding Mountain Range died in the battle between the 

Emperors as well. 

At that moment, the white-robed man was refining the bloodlines of those living beings. 

The Human Emperor’s Mirror was an Emperor weapon. 

However, he was only at the Half-Martial Ancestor realm. 

In order to help the human race tide through the calamity earlier on, he forcefully activated the Human 

Emperor’s Mirror and suffered a huge backlash. 

Under normal circumstances, such an injury would require at least a few days of recuperation for it to 

heal. 

However, he could make use of the Blood Refinement Fiend Sutra to refine his bloodline and absorb 

essence qi continuously. His recovery speed was extremely shocking and was many times faster! 

Chapter 1655 Showdown 

About an hour later, the white-robed man let out a long breath. 

His injuries had already healed! 

Most importantly, he could already sense the opportunity to advance to the Mahayana realm! 



The white-robed man opened his eyes and was prepared to leave this place to look for a safe and 

secluded place to break through to the Mahayana realm. 

However, the moment he opened his eyes, his pupils constricted! 

Even with his calm personality, his expression changed! 

There was someone standing not far away from him! 

There was a purple-robed cultivator whose face was shrouded by a layer of fog and even he could not 

see through it with his eyes. 

Monk Daming released his spirit consciousness and scanned the purple-robed cultivator, feeling even 

more guarded. 

Up till this point of his cultivation, the strength of his spirit consciousness was even stronger than some 

ordinary Mahayana Patriarchs! 

Even so, despite his powerful spirit consciousness, he could not detect the purple-robed cultivator’s 

appearance through the fog! 

He could only detect that the purple-robed mysterious man before him was also a Half-Martial Ancestor 

expert. 

Apart from that, he knew nothing else! 

That was not the most important thing. 

What truly shocked the white-robed man was that he did not notice when the mysterious person 

appeared! 

For Half-Martial Ancestors, the distance of a few feet between them was almost negligible. 

In other words, if the purple-robed mysterious man had any ill intentions and attacked him earlier on, 

there was a 50% chance that he would have been injured! 

However, there was another half of the possibility. 

The moment the purple-robed mysterious man attacked, he might have been able to sense it and react 

by counterattacking forcefully. 

Therefore, in the eyes of the white-robed man, although the purple-robed cultivator was mysterious and 

had the initiative, he was not a threat just yet. 

He was confident. 

At the Half-Martial Ancestor realm, nobody was a match for him! 

“How long have you been here?” 

The white-robed man composed himself swiftly and rose, asking indifferently. 

“Less than an hour,” 



The purple-robed mysterious man, the Martial Dao Prime Body, replied. 

The voice of the Martial Dao Prime Body was intentionally altered as well. “You came to look for me?” 

The white-robed man asked again. 

“Yes,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body said. 

The white-robed man narrowed his eyes and a crack appeared on the vertical eye on his glabella, 

emitting a powerful might-he wanted to see through the fog on the face of the Martial Dao Prime Body. 

However, he still found nothing after staring for a while. 

The white-robed man tried his best to recall but could not find any information that matched the 

mysterious person before him. 

He believed that he had never seen this person before! 

If he had seen such a special person before, he would definitely remember the latter firmly! 

“I don’t know you. You’re looking for the wrong person,” 

The white-robed man said. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body smiled gently. “It’s fine if you don’t know me. I know you.” 

“Oh?” 

The white-robed man smiled as well and asked, “You know who I am?” 

“Monk Daming,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body said slowly. 

Although the white-robed man was expressionless when he heard that, his heart stirred! 

The white-robed man was Monk Daming! 

He was careful in his actions after returning from this generation and planned everything carefully such 

that no one knew his true identity. 

In fact, nobody had even seen him before! 

Even if anyone saw him, they would not recognize him. 

That was because he was someone who should have died 40,000 years ago! 

However, Monk Daming had not expected that the mysterious person before him would expose his 

identity with a single sentence! 

“Why are you looking for me?” 

Monk Daming asked instead as a silent acknowledgment of his identity. 



“To kill you!” 

The moment the Martial Dao Prime Body said that, the temperature in the cave dipped! 

Monk Daming smiled gently and was not vexed in the slightest. He asked again, “Since you arrived long 

ago and you want to kill me, why didn’t you do it earlier on?” 

“I was waiting for you to recover,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body said, “You’re injured. I won’t feel anything if I kill you that way.” 

“Fufu, interesting,” 

This time round, Monk Daming laughed. 

He had lived for 40,000 years and there had never been anyone who could speak with such arrogance 

before him! 

While the mysterious man wanted him dead, he wanted to do it after he had fully recovered! 

Monk Daming said coldly, “When you didn’t attack while I was injured, you had already lost your final 

chance.” 

Before his sentence was finished, Monk Daming chanted Sanskrit! 

“Om… Ma… Ni… Pa… Mi… Hom!” 

It was the ultimate skill of Daming Monastery, the Daming Mantra! 

At the same time, Monk Daming’s palm conjured hand seals repeatedly. Coupled with the six words of 

the Daming Mantra, he released six incomparably powerful Dharmic seals! 

Fiend Suppression Seal, Demon Subduing Seal, Immortal Trap Seal, Immovable Foundation Seal, Great 

Vajra Wheel Seal and the Great Mount Meru Seal. 

The six Dharmic seals descended with terrifying might and enveloped the Martial Dao Prime Body! 

The Martial Dao Prime Body did not make any motions and strode forward. He extended his palm and 

clenched it into a fist, punching towards the six Dharmic seals at the front! 

“Break!” 

At the same time, the Martial Dao Prime Body shouted. 

His voice was like thunder and exploded! 

Although it was only a single word, it suppressed the sound of the six words of the Daming Mantra. 

Boom! 

The fist of the Martial Dao Prime Body collided with the six Dharmic seals and let out a loud bang, 

collapsing them instantly! 

Monk Daming’s gaze froze. 



The mysterious person did not release any Dharmic arts or even circulate his blood qi. He merely 

punched with his body and destroyed the Daming Dharmic Seals! 

This mysterious person was extremely strong! 

However, Monk Daming had a fearless expression. 

He believed that he was invincible among Half-Martial Ancestors. 

It was rare for him to meet such an opponent. Monk Daming’s eyes burned with fighting spirit as he 

charged towards the Martial Dao Prime Body in a flash. 

In the blink of an eye, the two of them were inches apart! 

Monk Daming was prepared to fight the Martial Dao Prime Body in melee combat! 

“Develop a mind that abides nowhere!” 

He murmured softly and released Diamond Monastery’s secret skill right away. 

Dong! 

Monk Daming’s chest thumped with a dull thud, as though an ancient divine being was beating a 

gigantic drum. The sound was deep, powerful and shuddering! 

His heart shone brightly! 

That single thump released his extremely terrifying bloodline that surged to his limbs and organs 

instantly! 

Splash! 

The sound of Tsunami Blood echoed from Monk Daming’s body. 

In fact, his body was veiled by a layer of golden divine Buddhist light! 

At that moment, Monk Daming seemed to have transformed into an ancient Buddha. He was 

unparalleled and his Dharmic powers were boundless. His might was terrifying and he wanted to subdue 

all demons! 

Splash! 

When the Martial Dao Prime Body channeled his bloodline, he reached the Tsunami Blood realm as 

well! 

Boom! 

The Martial Dao Prime Body had an indifferent expression and was fearless against the divine might of 

Monk Daming. When he attacked once more, it was still a simple punch! 

Boom! 

Monk Daming punched out as well! 

There was a loud bang! 



Their fists collided violently and released an extremely terrifying halo of power that caused the entire 

cave to tremble! 

Sand and gravel rolled down endlessly! 

Monk Daming grunted and took half a step back! 

The Martial Dao Prime Body’s expression was unchanged as he took a half-step forward. Like a shadow, 

he punched out once more with a ferocity like fire! 

LE 
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Monk Daming could only defend with his fist! 

Boom! 

Another loud bang sounded! 

Monk Daming retreated once more and the golden light on his body swayed before dimming rapidly! 

Chapter 1656 Complete Suppression 

Enigma Palace. 

Although Su Zimo’s other two true bodies seemed like they were resting with their eyes closed, their 

minds were already immersed in the Heaven Expanding Mountain Range and sensing the battle that 

broke out in a corner. 

Ever since Monk Daming appeared, the Green Lotus True Body had been manipulated by him. 

The two of them exchanged blows once before and the Green Lotus True Body suffered a crushing 

defeat as well. 

Later on, Monk Daming even used the conflict between the Green Lotus True Body and Enigma Palace to 

infiltrate Enigma Palace and steal the Mystic Firmament Record of Enigma Palace. 

The feeling Monk Daming gave Su Zimo was always unfathomable. 

In fact, he did not even know how strong Monk Daming truly was! 

On the one hand, the Martial Dao Prime Body sought out Monk Daming this time round to test the 

latter’s strength. On the other hand, he wanted to verify his own progress. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body had already reached the Half-Martial Ancestor realm and was only half a 

step away from entering the Mahayana realm. 

He needed a powerful opponent to temper his Martial Dao! 

For the Martial Dao Prime Body, Monk Daming was a perfect opponent. 

Therefore, the reason why the Martial Dao Prime Body waited for Monk Daming to recover was because 

he did not want to take advantage of the latter. 



The reason why he said that he wanted to kill Monk Daming was because he wanted Monk Daming to 

use his full strength without holding back at all! 

Su Zimo knew Monk Daming very well. 

Monk Daming was way too scheming. If he had not displayed extreme hostility, Monk Daming would not 

reveal all his trump cards and methods! 

Of course, this battle was also because Su Zimo had pent-up frustrations in his heart. 

Up till this point of his cultivation, he had overwhelmed strong foes and was invincible among his peers. 

However, he was repeatedly disadvantaged against Monk Daming. 

The reason why the Martial Dao Prime Body looked for Monk Daming this time round was also to vent 

this frustration. 

Furthermore, Monk Daming admitted that he did harbor killing intent towards Su Zimo. 

It was not overboard for the Martial Dao Prime Body to give Monk Daming a scare. 

Within the cave. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body and Monk Daming channeled their bloodlines to the Tsunami Blood realm 

and exchanged two punches. Monk Daming retreated consecutively and even his Diamond Heart secret 

skill nearly collapsed! 

A look of shock flashed through Monk Daming’s eyes. 

He had cultivated many body tempering Dharmic formulations. 40,000 years ago, there was no one who 

could suppress him in melee combat. 

Now that he had returned and obtained the help of the Blood Refinement Fiend Sutra as well as many 

cultivation techniques, he was many times stronger than before. 

However, he could not gain any advantage against this purple-robed mysterious man! 

A look of admiration flashed through the eyes of the Martial Dao Prime Body as well. 

Monk Daming was indeed strong. 

Although the Martial Dao Prime Body did not use his full strength, even ordinary Mahayana Patriarchs 

might not have been able to defend against the two punches earlier on. 

While Monk Daming was retreating, he made use of the momentum of his retreat to neutralize most of 

the power and shift it underground without suffering any damage! 

A few deep footprints appeared beneath Monk Daming’s feet! 

Even the Martial Dao Prime Body had not seen such a secret skill that could deflect power in such a 

manner. 

“Indeed, he has some means. It’s no wonder why he dared to look for me,” 

A warm smile appeared on Monk Daming’s face. 



Monk Daming looked at the Martial Dao Prime Body with deep eyes that resembled the starry skies. 

They seemed to contain endless secrets that made one want to explore and fall into them. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body said indifferently, “Don’t bother trying to play with such illusion techniques 

and secret skills.” 

Monk Daming had an extremely deep understanding of illusion techniques! 

He was the one who set up the illusion formation in the Grand Primordium Ancient Temple. 

At that time, Monk Daming was only at the Dharma Characteristic realm. However, many Conjoint Body 

Mighty Figures could not break free from it and even the Green Lotus True Body was not spared. 

Only, such secret skills were child’s play for the Martial Dao Prime Body. 

“Interesting,” 

Monk Daming flicked his finger and smiled. His gaze intensified and his bloodline climbed once more. A 

tsunami surged within his body and an extremely shocking phenomenon appeared behind him! 

It was an endless Blood Sea that was extremely evil. 

It was as though a supreme fiend was born within the Blood Sea! 

However, there was a sacred ancient Buddha floating on the Blood Sea. It was filled with golden light 

and its gaze was benevolent, as though it wanted to enlighten all living beings! 

The two opposing auras fused perfectly in the Bloodline phenomenon, forming a powerful visual and 

mental impact! 

Monk Daming released his Bloodline phenomenon and walked towards the Martial Dao Prime Body The 

eyes of the Martial Dao Prime Body burned like two flames. His entire body seemed to have vanished 

and in its place was a gigantic furnace! 

Swoosh! 

Flames surged within the furnace and incinerated everything! 

Before Monk Daming could approach, he felt a scorching aura and his skin burned in pain. In fact, the 

Blood Sea behind him was already boiling! 

The stone walls around the cave had already begun to melt, turning into scorching lava that emitted 

thick smoke as it flowed down slowly. 

Boom! 

The Martial Dao Prime Body attacked once more and punched out! 

more 

That punch burned with blazing flames, as though a volcano had burst forth and released an extremely 

terrifying power that arrived instantly! 

Monk Daming’s expression finally changed. 



When he released his Bloodline phenomenon, his strength increased exponentially. 

However, he did not expect that the mysterious person’s Bloodline phenomenon would be even more 

terrifying. Even his Bloodline phenomenon was showing signs of dispersing! 

Boom! 

Monk Daming punched the Martial Dao Prime Body once more. 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

The golden light on Monk Daming’s body shattered and dimmed completely. 

The Diamond Heart was destroyed by a single punch from the Martial Dao Prime Body! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The Martial Dao Prime Body closed in step by step and threw out punches one after another! 

Monk Daming waved his fists and clashed as well. 

He retreated continuously and used his secret skill to neutralize the power of the Martial Dao Prime 

Body. 

The power released by each punch of the Martial Dao Prime Body was way too ferocious! 

It was as violent as fire, as turbulent as the ocean and as heavy as mountains! 

Even Monk Daming felt suffocated. 

However, he knew very well that the toll on the power of the Martial Dao Prime Body was definitely 

immense. 

As long as time passed and the Martial Dao Prime Body’s blood qi deteriorated and his strength could 

not sustain further, that would be his chance to retaliate! 

However, ten breaths passed. 

Although the Martial Dao Prime Body punched out dozens of times, his strength did not show any signs 

of depleting. Instead, his punches were fiercer and more powerful than before, as though there was no 

limit to them! 

Initially, Monk Daming could even make use of his secret skill to deflect most of the power of the Martial 

Dao Prime Body. 

Later on, the power released by the Martial Dao Prime Body was way too ferocious and massive that 

even his secret skill could not deflect it! 

Boom! 

Another loud bang sounded. 

The Bloodline phenomenon behind Monk Daming was shattered by the fist of the Martial Dao Prime 

Body and the Martial Dao Furnace! 



Swoosh! 

Monk Daming’s figure flashed and he no longer fought the Martial Dao Prime Body head-on. He strode 

with mysterious steps and circled around the latter. 

This was a footwork from the Mystic Firmament Record, created by Fairy Ling Long and was naturally 

extremely mysterious. 

A few consecutive punches from the Martial Dao Prime Body missed completely. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body closed his eyes and shut down his five senses. With his powerful spirit 

perception, he sensed Monk Daming’s location and landing spot and attacked once more! 

This time round, Monk Daming had nowhere to run! 

Monk Daming condensed a secret skill and released more than a thousand palm shadows with both 

hands, colliding with the Martial Dao Prime Body’s punch. 

Boom! 

The Dharmic art dissipated! 

The fist of the Martial Dao Prime Body did not stop and flew towards Monk Daming’s head! 

Suddenly, a gigantic ancient temple descended in front of Monk Daming! 

Boom! 

The fist of the Martial Dao Prime Body struck the ancient temple heavily! 

The ancient temple trembled and dust fell endlessly with a creaking sound! 

Chapter 1657 Blood Refinement Fiend Saber 

Although the fight between both parties was short, an extremely terrifying power burst forth with each 

collision. 

If ordinary Mahayana Patriarchs descended, even they would be shocked by that power! 

Right from the beginning, the Martial Dao Prime Body had maintained an absolute suppression of Monk 

Daming. 

Monk Daming cultivated many complicated cultivation techniques and Dharmic formulations that were 

top secret skills of the super sects. However, when those Dharmic arts were released, they were 

shattered by the fist of the Martial Dao Prime Body! 

He could break all Dharmic arts with brute force! 

The body of the Martial Dao Prime Body was a Martial Dao Furnace that was tempered with the Martial 

Spirit Fire all year round, smelting all Dharmic arts, nurturing a hundred sutras, tempering his tendons, 

bones and bloodline-it was incomparably strong! 

Monk Daming could not hold on any longer and summoned his Destiny Dharmic Weapon, the Grand 

Primordium Ancient Temple, right away. 



His Grand Primordium Ancient Temple had a powerful origin and was most likely a treasure that fell 

from the upper world. 

Even the Dharmic treasures used by Mahayana Patriarchs could not penetrate it. 

However, the punch from the Martial Dao Prime Body caused the Grand Primordium Ancient Temple to 

tremble violently! 

“Take out your Dharmic weapon!” 

Monk Daming controlled the Grand Primordium Ancient Temple with one hand and the Human 

Emperor’s Mirror with the other as he said sternly. 

“Haha!” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body roared in laughter. “I don’t have Dharmic weapons. My physical fist is my 

Dharmic weapon!” 

Before his laughter ended, the Martial Dao Prime Body strode forward and threw another punch 

towards Monk Daming’s head! 

Monk Daming fought using the Grand Primordium Ancient Temple. 

Boom! 

There was a loud bang! 

At the same time, Monk Daming channeled the Human Emperor’s Mirror in his hands and released a 

divine light that charged towards the Martial Dao Prime Body. 

Although the Human Emperor’s Mirror was the strongest in defense, it could also release powerful 

attacks. 

Furthermore, the Human Emperor’s Mirror had just left the hands of the Eternal Human Emperor and 

there was a hint of the might of an Emperor still on it! 

The divine light penetrated the void and descended before the Martial Dao Prime Body instantly! 

Dong! 

The Martial Dao Prime Body did not have time to dodge and was struck on the chest by the divine light 

with a dull thud! 

It was as though the attack had struck a furnace! 

The Martial Dao Prime Body’s expression was unchanged. Although his robes were torn when he was 

struck by the Human Emperor’s Mirror, there were no injuries on his chest! 

Monk Daming’s gaze froze. 

He could vaguely see through the chest of the Martial Dao Prime Body that the latter’s body contained 

an endless brilliance of runes, as though flames were burning! 



It was hard to imagine what sort of Dao and Dharmic arts were condensed in his body such that even 

the Human Emperor’s Mirror could not hurt him! 

The most shocking thing for Monk Daming was that up till this point of the battle, he could not see the 

background of this person. 

This person’s cultivation technique did not seem to belong to the immortal, Buddhist and fiend sects. 

However, it was extremely terrifying! 

Furthermore, he could tell that the mysterious person was not trying to hit his cultivation technique 

background intentionally. 

This person merely punched back and forth without much variation. 

However, every single punch contained countless Dao techniques, possessed terrifying might and 

ferocious aura! The powerful will contained in every single punch even affected his mental state! 

Every single punch that rained down brought forth immense pressure for Monk Daming. 

Monk Daming released his trump cards continuously and his strength increased. 

However, what made him feel powerless was that the mysterious person’s power was rising as well, as 

though it was limitless! 

Even he could not escape even if he wanted to. 

In the battle, there were many times when he wanted to leave and flee far away. 

However, he was blocked by the purple-robed mysterious man each time. 

That person’s movement technique was shockingly fast as well! 

This was the first time he felt troubled since he started cultivating! 

Even when he faced that great enemy 40,000 years ago, he did not feel this way. 

The punches of the Martial Dao Prime Body intensified! 

Monk Daming retreated continuously. 

In the end, he did not even have room to dodge! 

“Just who in the world are you?!” 

Monk Daming narrowed his eyes and a blood glint shone with killing intent. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body did not reply and attacked even more viciously! 

“Your cultivation isn’t easy and you’re strong. You’re definitely a peerless monster incarnate,” 

Monk Daming had a conflicted expression. “I didn’t want to kill you initially, but I don’t want to nor can I 

die! I have something more important to do!” 

The moment he said that, Monk Daming’s eyes turned blood-colored! 



An extremely evil aura emanated from his body and he was filled with a foul stench of blood. 

Monk Daming’s fingernails scratched his wrist. 

Shing! 

Blood splattered. 

Before it landed on the ground, Monk Daming gathered everything into his hands and a blood-colored 

saber was condensed! 

The blood flow on the saber was extremely evil, as though it was alive! 

“Slash!” 

Monk Daming swung his blood-colored saber and slashed towards the Martial Dao Prime 

Body. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body’s expression was unchanged as he continued punching. 

Swoosh! 

The punch did not cause much of a stir when it struck the blood-colored saber; it seemed as though the 

blood-colored saber was snapped by a single punch from the Martial Dao Prime Body. 

All the blood spread and splashed onto the Martial Dao Prime Body instantly. 

“Amitabha,” 

Monk Daming looked at the Martial Dao Prime Body and chanted a Buddhist proclamation before 

activating the Blood Refinement Fiend Sutra! 

The bloodline that splattered on the Martial Dao Prime Body contained an extremely terrifying power, 

as though it wanted to withdraw the bloodline in his body! 

“Eh?” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body exclaimed softly and nodded. “This fiend technique is indeed powerful.” 

When Monk Daming released the Blood Refinement Fiend Sutra, the bloodline of the Martial Dao Prime 

Body stirred! 

If it was anyone else, they would have been refined into a dry corpse by Monk Daming instantly! 

Monk Daming’s eyes were filled with shock as well. 

Given his comprehension of the fiend technique, as long as he channeled a mental cultivation technique, 

he could suck dry the bloodlines of some Half-Martial Ancestor experts with a single breath! 

But now, even after condensing the Blood Refinement Fiend Saber and slashing it on the purple-robed 

mysterious man, he could not absorb and refine the latter’s bloodline! 

Furthermore, from the relaxed state of the person, it seemed like the latter was not affected much. 



“Refine!” 

Right then, the Martial Dao Prime Body said slowly. 

The flames in his body intensified and the Martial Spirit Fire burned furiously, turning his body 

crystalline red. The filthy blood that splashed onto his body began to evaporate! 

In fact, tragic wails could be heard from the filthy blood! 

Countless ghostly figures struggled around the Martial Dao Prime Body but they could not break free no 

matter what. In the blink of an eye, they were refined into nothingness! 

The filthy blood on the Martial Dao Prime Body was refined completely as well! 

His body was flawless as his blood qi surged with a torrential might. His aura turned even stronger and 

heatwave surged as though it wanted to smelt everything! 

“If that’s all you’ve got, you’ll die today!” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body’s tone was cold as he strode towards Monk Daming. He raised his fist and 

punched towards the latter like a gigantic fireball! 

Chapter 1658 Fall 

Monk Daming lowered his head and his long hair swayed gently. 

Suddenly! 

The blood scar on his glabella split open and revealed a blood-colored Heavenly Eye. It was horrific, 

sinister and extremely terrifying, like the eye of an evil spirit and filled with a shuddering aura! 

Instantly, everything in the Martial Dao Prime Body’s vision seemed to have vanished. 

The only thing left was the blood-colored Heavenly Eye! 

The Eye of Death! 

This was the number one and strongest visual technique Dharmic formulation of the Heavenly Eye race! 

Throughout history, there had been many Heavenly Eye race beings who cultivated this visual 

technique. However, only a rare few managed to cultivate it successfully. 

In order to cultivate the Eye of Death, the young master of the Heavenly Eye race, Savage Eye, even 

blinded himself at the start of his cultivation and could not see light for life! 

Among the Heavenly Eye race, the last person to cultivate the Eye of Death traced back to 40,000 years 

ago! 

Unfortunately, that child’s bloodline was impure and was a remnant of the Heavenly Eye race. 

Although the term remnant sounded alright, in the eyes of the Heavenly Eye race, he was nothing but a 

b*stard child! 

This young child was bullied and nearly died in the Heavenly Eye race. 



In the end, he was saved by an accomplished monk of Daming Monastery who passed by. The latter 

took him in without any disdain for his bloodline. 

Later on, this young child became the titular disciple of Daming Monastery who shook the entire 

Tianhuang Mainland, Monk Daming! 

The expression of the Martial Dao Prime Body beneath the fog finally turned grim. 

The reason why the Eye of Death was incomparably strong was because not only did the visual 

technique contain the power of the visual technique, it would also cause an immense impact to the 

Essence Spirit! 

An ordinary visual technique was equivalent to a Dharmic art. 

This visual technique was a fusion of Dharmic arts and Essence Spirit secret skills! 

However, even the Eye of Death could not threaten the Martial Dao Prime Body. 

What truly shocked the Martial Dao Prime Body was that although Monk Daming’s visual technique 

used the Eye of Death as a foundation, it was in fact superior to the Eye of Death! 

There was another power in that visual technique! 

In other words, Monk Daming had created a visual technique that surpassed the Eye of Death! 

Two blazing flames burst forth from the eyes of the Martial Dao Prime Body and charged towards the 

visual technique. 

This visual technique was born from the Illumination Dragon Eye. The Martial Dao Prime Body refined 

many visual techniques to transform and refine this visual technique, allowing it to push the power of 

fire to its limits! 

Boom! 

The two visual techniques burst forth and collided instantly. 

Against the Eye of Death, the two flames released by the eyes of the Martial Dao Prime Body dimmed 

and extinguished before long! 

Monk Daming’s Eye of Death was way too terrifying! 

The moment the Martial Dao Prime Body released his visual technique, he realized that it would be 

difficult for his visual technique to go against the Eye of Death. 

Therefore, the Martial Dao Prime Body blocked with his hands right away. 

At the same time, the Martial Spirit Fire appeared in the consciousness of the Martial Dao Prime Body 

and shielded his Essence Spirit! 

Bang! 

The beam of the Eye of Death landed on the palms of the Martial Dao Prime Body! 



The skin on the Martial Dao Prime Body’s palms began to corrode instantly. However, his blood qi 

surged and he suppressed the power of the Eye of Death tightly, preventing his injuries from expanding! 

A blood-colored beam of light appeared in the consciousness of the Martial Dao Prime Body and 

charged towards his Essence Spirit. 

Before it arrived, it was burned to ashes by the Martial Spirit Fire! 

Monk Daming frowned slightly and his body swayed. The blood scar on his glabella closed once more. 

The Heavenly Eye was finally closed. 

At that moment, the world seemed to have returned to normal. 

The dead silence vanished. 

Lifeforce returned. 

Even if ordinary Essence Spirit secret skills merely made contact with the Martial Spirit Fire, the 

cultivator’s Essence Spirit would be severely injured. However, Monk Daming managed to defend with 

just a mere slight shift in expression! 

se 

“That visual technique is your trump card, right? It’s indeed very strong,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body nodded slightly and praised from the bottom of his heart. 

Back in the Grand Primordium Ancient Temple, the Green Lotus True Body released an Essence Spirit 

secret skill and the Green Lotus Sword slashed into Monk Daming’s glabella without dealing any 

damage—it was clear how terrifying that Heavenly Eye was! 

Monk Daming was expressionless. “Are you mocking me?” “No,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body opened his palm. 

Although his palm was a little rotten, the injury on his palm had healed rapidly in that short period of 

time due to the surge of his powerful blood qi! “Up till this point of my cultivation, I’ve never been 

injured,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body said, “You should feel proud that your visual technique can hurt me.” 

Monk Daming smiled bitterly. 

Although it was a statement praising him, there was an indescribable confidence and boldness in it! 

Monk Daming felt a little bitter. 

Up till this point of his cultivation, he had only lost once 40,000 years ago. 

That failure was the greatest humiliation of his life! 

However, even for that battle 40,000 years ago, the outcome of the battle was only decided at the end 

and it was a tragic victory for the other party as well. 



When Monk Daming returned this time round, he was much stronger than he was 40,000 years ago. 

To think that he would come across such a mysterious monster incarnate. Furthermore, his defeat this 

time round was even worse! 

“You’re not from Tianhuang Mainland?” 

Monk Daming’s heart skipped a beat as he suddenly asked. 

He knew some secrets. 

In this vast world, there were many worlds like Tianhuang Mainland. The cultivation techniques of this 

monster incarnate were special and no legacies could be seen. There was a high chance that this person 

was from another world. 

“I’m from Tianhuang Mainland,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body said. 

“However, I’ve never seen anyone as capable as you,” 

Monk Daming frowned slightly. The Martial Dao Prime Body smiled and did not say anything, walking 

towards Monk Daming “Are you going to kill me?” 

Monk Daming’s expression was calm. 

He had long seen through life and death. 

He should have died 40,000 years ago. 

The only thing he could not let go was something else! 

“You’re very strong,” 

Monk Daming said, “However, you’re not strong enough. As a mere Half-Martial Ancestor, slightly 

stronger Patriarchs are enough to suppress you.” 

“Furthermore, there’s an even more terrifying existence in Tianhuang Mainland! You must be careful 

and not let him notice you!” 

“Dao Lord Blood Fiend from 40,000 years 

ago?” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body asked instead. 

Monk Daming narrowed his eyes slightly and did not reply directly. “You sure know a lot of secrets. 

However, things are much more complicated and terrifying than you can imagine!” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body smiled and arrived before Monk Daming, extending his palm. 

Monk Daming sighed internally and closed his eyes. 

Immediately, Monk Daming felt his waist lighten, as though his storage bag had been removed. 



He opened his eyes and saw that the Martial Dao Prime Body had taken away his storage 

bag. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body channeled the Martial Spirit Fire and wiped away the spirit consciousness 

on the storage bag. He opened the storage bag and took a look inside. “Mystic Firmament Record,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body caught sight of the secret skill of Enigma Palace right away. “This is a 

cultivation technique of Enigma Palace. When you’re done reading it, please return it to Enigma Palace,” 

Monk Daming thought that he was bound to die and sighed. 

He was also prepared to return the Mystic Firmament Record. 

“That’s for sure,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body smiled. 

Chapter 1659 Latent Dangers in Tianhuang Mainland 

Apart from the Mystic Firmament Record, there were many other cultivation techniques and secret skills 

in the storage bag. Most of them were from the six Buddhist monasteries! 

Some of those cultivation techniques were top-tier Dharmic formulations and secret skills. However, 

many of them were simple ancient sutras or incantations to calm one’s mind. 

Monk Daming’s storage bag was almost filled with those Buddhist cultivation techniques! 

“Why are you collecting so many ancient books of the Buddhist sects?” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body asked. 

If Monk Daming wanted to raise his cultivation, all he had to do was cultivate top-tier Buddhist 

cultivation techniques. However, his storage bag was mostly filled with non-offensive Buddhist sutras. 

Those Buddhist sutras were used to impart teachings to some monks of the mortal world. 

Although the Martial Dao Prime Body smelted all Dharmic arts, those sutras were way too inferior for 

him and he would not spend any effort reading them. Given Monk Daming’s frightening intelligence, 

there was no way he would do something so meaningless. 

Monk Daming remained silent when he heard the question of the Martial Dao Prime Body. 

The Martial Dao Prime Body checked his storage bag and put away a few top-tier cultivation techniques 

of the Buddhist monasteries before throwing the storage bag to Monk Daming. 

Monk Daming frowned slightly and hesitated. 

“After I read through these cultivation techniques, I’ll naturally return them to their owners,” 

The Martial Dao Prime Body seemed to be able to read Monk Daming’s mind and said. 

“You should be about to advance to the Mahayana realm,” 



The Martial Dao Prime Body smiled gently. “I’ll wait for you at the front. If you’re indignant about 

today’s defeat, we’ll fight again!” 

With that said, he turned and walked into the distance. 

“Mmm?” 

Monk Daming frowned and could not help but ask, “You’re leaving just like that? Didn’t you want to kill 

me earlier on?” 

“That was just a casual statement. I merely wanted to bash you up,” 

The voice of the Martial Dao Prime Body sounded and his figure vanished completely by the time he said 

the final word. 

Monk Daming had a lost expression. 

Who was that purple-robed mysterious man? 

In fact, he could not even identify the background of that mysterious person’s cultivation techniques 

despite the massive battle—that was way too strange! 

Why would that purple-robed mysterious man want to bash him up as well? 

Although Monk Daming’s intelligence was terrifying, no matter how he racked his brains, he could not 

guess that the mysterious person was Su Zimo’s third true body, Desolate Martial’s prime body! 

Monk Daming pondered for a moment and extended his palm. A fog appeared in his eyes as he divined 

with his fingers. 

Over the years, he had long memorized the contents of the Mystic Firmament Record and had cultivated 

the divination secret skills involved to an extremely deep level. 

After a moment, he shuddered and the fog in his eyes dispersed. In fact, there were even streams of 

blood that appeared! 

He could not divine it at all! 

Not only that, he even suffered quite a backlash. 

It was lucky that he interrupted the divination in time. Otherwise, his eyes might have gone blind! 

Even the storyteller could not divine the origin and fate of the Martial Dao Prime Body’s; Monk Daming’s 

skills were even lesser. 

Monk Daming took a deep breath and composed himself, murmuring, “Once I advance to the Mahayana 

realm, I’ll naturally fight you again if I have the chance!” 

Enigma Palace. 

Su Zimo retracted his mind and no longer paid attention to the Martial Dao Prime Body. 

Indeed, Monk Daming had many trump cards and was scarier than he had imagined. 



However, he was suppressed mercilessly when he encountered the Martial Dao Prime Body! 

All his schemes and ploys could not withstand a single blow against absolute strength! 

The Ten Thousand Race Meet of Enigma Palace was still ongoing. 

Time slowly passed. 

The event lasted for an entire seven days before coming to an end. 

The outcome of the Ten Thousand Race Meet was decided as well. 

The territory of the Primordial Eight Races could expand by a multiplier of ten! 

However, they could not kill all humans and living beings in this expanded territory that was ten times 

larger at will. The Primordial Eight Races had to give the living beings a chance-to stay far away or to 

relocate. 

Experts of the primordial races could leave their forbidden grounds and no longer have to live ignobly. 

However, they could not injure anyone casually upon entering the territory of another race! 

From now on, the ten thousand races will coexist in Tianhuang Mainland! 

Over the past few days, some news spread to Enigma Palace as well. 

The three super sects of Heavenly Dipper Sect, Malevolent Earth Sect and Penglai Island were infiltrated 

by a mysterious person who wiped away all the cultivation techniques and secret skills in their libraries! 

It was said that the disciples of the super sects who fought against that mysterious person were all 

defeated. 

Among them, there were even Patriarchs who died! 

Nobody could make out the appearance of the mysterious person. 

Nobody could reveal the background of that mysterious person’s cultivation techniques. 

Everything was a mystery. 

The Patriarchs of Heavenly Dipper Sect, Malevolent Earth Sect and Penglai Island naturally had ugly 

expressions. 

All the cultivators knew that this was definitely not a coincidence. 

At the start of the Ten Thousand Race Meet, the first ones to submit to the primordial races were those 

three super sects! 

It was clear that the mysterious person did it intentionally! 

Some of the cultivation techniques and secret skills in the libraries had been passed down through the 

ages. All three super sects suffered an immense loss this time round. 

Even if there were some cultivation techniques and secret skills that were cultivated by experts of the 

sect, it was extremely difficult for them to be rewritten perfectly. 



Although the foundation of the three super sects was still present, the loss of their cultivation 

techniques in their libraries meant that their foundations were now shaken! 

“Don’t let me know who you are!” 

The Malevolent Earth Sect Patriarch said hatefully, “Otherwise, I’ll definitely tear you to pieces!” “Fufu,” 

Su Zimo sneered coldly and mocked, “You’re fiendish to human cultivators but submissive to the 

primordial races. How capable.” 

The Malevolent Earth Sect Patriarch narrowed his eyes and looked at Su Zimo with an unfriendly 

expression. 

“Why? You want to attack?” 

Su Zimo swept his gaze with a murderous intent. 

The Malevolent Earth Sect Patriarch turned his head slightly and avoided Su Zimo’s sharp gaze without 

saying anything. 

Right now, Desolate Martial was no longer the Half-Martial Ancestor whom they could suppress at will 

before the start of the Ten Thousand Race Meet. 

Now that he had entered the Mahayana realm, Desolate Martial was already a Patriarch expert! 

More importantly, everyone knew that the Human Emperor had written a Dharmic Edict personally to 

impart the title of the Human Emperor as well as the Human Emperor’s Seal to Su Zimo. 

It could be said that the current Desolate Martial was the new Human Emperor in the hearts of all living 

beings! 

Furthermore, this was Enigma Palace. 

The Dragon race was present, the Palace Guardian was present, and the Mystic Emperor of Enigma 

Palace was present. 

Even if he had a hundred guts, he would not dare to attack Desolate Martial here. 

Some Mahayana Patriarchs exchanged glances without saying anything and had a tacit understanding. 

Once Desolate Martial entered the Mahayana realm, he would definitely head to the ancient battlefield. 

There would be many experts interested in Desolate Martial in the ancient battlefield! 

At that moment, Su Zimo looked at the crack in the firmaments with a worried expression. 

The crack was left behind by the Human Emperor’s descent into Tianhuang Mainland. 

Although the Human Emperor had left, cracks had already appeared on Tianhuang Mainland. 

There were imperfections in Heaven and Earth and the laws were in chaos-nobody knew what impact 

that would have. 

The danger of the primordial races was temporarily relieved. 



However, Tianhuang Mainland was still in turmoil and had some latent dangers! 

Once those latent dangers were released, they might be even more terrifying than the Primordial Six 

Races! 

Chapter 1660 Get Lost! 

“Brother Su, what are you worried about?” 

Lin Xuanji asked. 

Now that the storyteller was fine, Lin Xuanji was in a great mood and relaxed completely. 

“Nothing much,” 

Su Zimo replied casually. 

Lin Xuanji smiled. “Don’t worry, after today, Tianhuang Mainland will welcome a long period of peace 

where the ten thousand races coexist without interfering with one another.” 

“The two Emperors, the Hell Witch and Golden Crow, were severely injured by Senior Human Emperor. 

It’ll probably take them at least a thousand years to recover.” “Even if the two Emperors recover a 

thousand years later, there’s still Senior Chen Dragon Emperor.” Su Zimo nodded. 

The Chen Dragon Emperor had 10,000 years of lifespan remaining at least. 

In other words, in that 10,000 years, all the primordial races would be wary and would not dare to wage 

a war casually. 

However, Su Zimo was worried about something else! 

“Now that I think about it, it’s been 10,000 years since the catastrophe,” 

He murmured softly. 

There were still some powerful existences in Tianhuang Mainland that he did not dare to make contact 

with! 

Furthermore, none of those experts appeared at the Ten Thousand Race Meet! 

The powerful existence that severely injured Long Ran beneath the Thousand Year Blood Sea in 

Thousand Demon Valley! 

In fact, Long Ran was nearly killed before he could even see what was in the depths of the Blood Sea! 

There was someone else. 

It was the Saber Emperor, Hermit! 

Although Su Zimo was saved by Hermit, he still felt that there was something strange about the latter. 

What was even stranger was that the powerful existence in the Thousand Year Blood Sea back in 

Thousand Demon Valley had once saved him as well! 

Why? 



Apart from that latent danger, there was also the crack in the firmaments. 

That was something that the Human Emperor told Su Zimo in private. 

Su Zimo had no intention of revealing it to the masses. 

Imperfections within Heaven and Earth and the laws were in chaos; nobody knew what the impact of 

that would be. If he said it now, it would only bring about unnecessary fear! 

No matter what, he had to let the strength of the human race grow as soon as possible! 

At that thought, Su Zimo rose. He stood out before the major sects and factions who were about to 

leave now that the event had ended. 

“Everyone, please hold on!” 

Su Zimo declared. 

All the cultivators of the major sects and factions turned around and looked at Su Zimo. 

In Su Zimo’s palm was a black and crystalline fruit that emitted a rich malevolent aura! 

“Malevolent Spirit Fruit!” 

Many experts exclaimed and recognized the fruit right away. 

Earlier on, when Su Zimo was attempting to break through to the Mahayana realm and undergo the 

Divine Power Tribulation, he consumed a Malevolent Spirit Fruit. 

The gazes of the Half-Martial Ancestor experts of the major sects and factions turned fervent when they 

saw the fruit. 

“Senior Desolate Martial, are you auctioning this Malevolent Spirit Fruit?” 

The Valley Master of Snowdrift Valley asked respectfully, “If it’s an auction, I’m willing to offer treasures, 

cultivation techniques or secret skills in exchange for it, Senior Desolate Martial.” 

Although Su Zimo was young, he was already a senior to Half-Martial Ancestor experts. 

“I’ll use a Dharmic treasure to exchange for it!” 

A Half-Martial Ancestor of Heavenly Dipper Sect hurriedly said, “I once obtained a Dharmic treasure in 

an ancient ruin and was prepared to use it for myself. However, I can bear the loss today and use that 

Dharmic treasure in exchange for this Malevolent Spirit Fruit!” 

At the Half-Martial Ancestor or Patriarch level, any item taken out was a priceless treasure-most of them 

could only be exchanged with other items. 

As he said that, the Half-Martial Ancestor of Heavenly Dipper Sect took out a jade green sword from his 

storage bag. 

Although the sword looked extremely ancient, the moment it was taken out, a cold glint shone from its 

body like a water ripple-it was extremely sharp! 



It was indeed an extraordinary Dharmic treasure! 

“I can use a lesser divine power in exchange for the Malevolent Spirit Fruit!” 

A Half-Martial Ancestor of Malevolent Earth Sect could not help but stand out as well. “I once obtained a 

page of beast hide. On it, there’s a remnant divine power that is firmly condensed!” 

“If you get the beast hide, you’ll definitely be able to comprehend the lesser divine power on it!” 

The crowd stirred. 

Half-Martial Ancestors stood out one after another and took out many treasures, wanting to exchange 

for Desolate Martial’s Malevolent Spirit Fruit. 

The allure of the Malevolent Spirit Fruit was way too great for Half-Martial Ancestors! 

These Dharmic treasures and divine powers could only be comprehended and used after entering the 

Mahayana realm. 

Everything would be over if they failed the Tribulation Transcendence! 

Su Zimo’s expression was indifferent as he pushed his palm down. 

The voices of the crowd gradually quietened down. 

Su Zimo looked at the Valley Master of Snowdrift Valley and smiled gently, tossing over the Malevolent 

Spirit Fruit in his hand. 

Turning into a streak of light, the Malevolent Spirit Fruit arrived before the Valley Master of Snowdrift 

Valley. 

“Senior…” 

The Valley Master of Snowdrift Valley received the Malevolent Spirit Fruit. She could not understand 

what was going on and said incoherently, “I-I… You didn’t tell me what treasures you want in return, 

senior. What if I didn’t…” 

“There’s no need,” 

Su Zimo waved his hand and pointed to the injuries on the Valley Master of Snowdrift Valley that had 

yet to heal. “The injuries on your body are worth this Malevolent Spirit Fruit!” 

“Ah!” 

As the Valley Master of Snowdrift Valley, she felt a sense of warmth in her heart and her eyes reddened. 

During the battle with the primordial races earlier on, the Valley Master of Snowdrift Valley led her 

disciples and fought against them. They fought with their lives on the line for the dignity of the human 

race. 

Even after a few days, the injuries on the Valley Master of Snowdrift Valley had not healed completely! 

If not for that Malevolent Spirit Fruit, the chances of her surviving the Divine Power Tribulation would be 

extremely slim. 



This Malevolent Spirit Fruit had reignited her hope! 

The situation that the human race faced a few days ago was extremely treacherous. Most of the sects 

such as Sword Sect, Zephyr Thunder Palace, Chaos Essence Sect and the others stood by idly and did not 

dare to fight the primordial races head-on. 

As for Heavenly Dipper Sect, Malevolent Earth Sect and Penglai Island, they had already submitted to 

the Primordial Six Races. 

Only Snowdrift Valley, Overlord Palace and a few other sects stood out and joined forces with monkey, 

Night Spirit and the others to fight the Primordial Six Races! 

These sects suffered immense losses. 

In fact, the Palace Lord of Overlord Palace was already dead! 

Although Su Zimo said nothing, he paid attention to everything. 

Su Zimo slapped his storage bag and took out dozens of Malevolent Spirit Fruits! 

Psst! 

The cultivators gasped. 

“So many!” 

Instantly, countless scorching gazes were drawn to Su Zimo! 

Many cultivators gulped! 

Su Zimo looked at everyone from Overlord Palace and said in a deep voice, “Any Half-Martial Ancestor 

that fought against the Primordial Six Races earlier on, as long as you’re alive, you can come and claim a 

Malevolent Spirit Fruit from me! I don’t need any treasures!” 

The moment he said that, the crowd went wild! 

“Human Emperor!” 

“Human Emperor!” 

Many cultivators and Half-Martial Ancestors from Snowdrift Valley and Overlord Palace shouted the 

name of the Human Emperor. 

“Senior Desolate Martial, what about us?” 

The Patriarch of Heavenly Dipper Sect asked embarrassedly, “We’re willing to exchange Dharmic 

treasures and divine powers for it. Senior, please give us some Malevolent Spirit Fruit.” 

“You guys…” 

Su Zimo looked at the many Half-Martial Ancestors of Heavenly Dipper Sect and Malevolent Earth Sect 

with a cold gaze and said slowly, “Get lost!” 

 


